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A study is made of necessary conditions in order for a bounded language V to be in 
the smallest [full] (semi-)AFL generated by a bounded language U. Two major classes 
of bounded languages are introduced. Specific necessary conditions are then derived 
for the case when U and V are both in one of these classes. For a wide variety of pairs 
(U, V) at least one of the necessary conditions is violated. The net result of these 
conditions is thus the establishment of techniques for proving that V is not in the 
smallest [full] (semi-)AFL generated by U. A typical example given is that the language 
{a"Sb~Sln ~ 0} is not in the smallest full AFL generated by the language 
(at"~l~Sb ~zIn > 0). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of an AFL  (abstract family of languages) was introduced in [5] as a 
unifying concept for the study of formal languages. Th is  abstraction not only eli- 
minated the duplication of proofs of similar properties in different families of languages, 
but also permitted the formulation (and solution) of many new questions about 
established families. In  these studies of AFL  made so far, one very important and 
constantly reoccurring problem is that of 
(• determining for two given AFL  whether the second is a subfamily of the 
first. 
Th is  is the problem to which we address ourselves in this paper. 
In  the theory of context-free languages, the subfamily of bounded context-free 
languages plays an interesting role. Besides being a tool in the general theory of con- 
text-free languages, the bounded context-free languages have been quite tractable and 
have displayed many desirable properties [8, 9]. Recently, efforts have been initiated 
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to see if families of bounded languages can play a similar role in the development of
AFL theory. (To date, there has been a modest amount of success [10, 11, 18].) 
Motivated by this recent activity and by the difficulty of treating (*) in general, we 
consider (*) only for the case when each AFL is generated by a bounded language. 
Thus we direct our investigation toward the problem of determining for two given 
AFL, each generated by a bounded language, whether the second is a subfamily of the 
first. Equivalently, we are concerned with 
(**) determining for two given bounded languages U and V whether V is in 
.~'(U), 5~'(U) being the smallest AFL containing U. 
(Actually, we are also interested in three other cases, namely, whether V is in the 
smallest full AFL generated by U, and whether V is in the smallest (full) semi-AFL 
generated by U.) In considering (**), experience has indicated that it is usually a 
relatively easy task to verify (if so) that V is in ~-(U), but it is a comparatively difficult 
feat to prove (if so) that V is not in ~-(U). We therefore devote most of our energy to 
the latter aspect. Thus, while we do establish one sufficiency condition for V to be in 
J'-(U), most of our results are necessary conditions. We are able to show that at least 
one of these necessary conditions is violated for a variety of languages U and V. Our 
results consequently enable us to demonstrate that V is not in ~'(U) (thus 
~-(V) ~/~ o~(U)) for a number of different pairs (U, V). (Two of these pairs were already 
in the literature, having been justified by rather special methods.) The most surprising 
of these is the case when U ---- {a~n~-l)~bn2 ! n ~ 0} td {~} and V = {an2b '~ [ n ~ 0}. 
The paper itself is divided into six sections. Section 2 reviews some of the basic 
concepts involving families of languages and a-transducers. 
Section 3 introduces the notion of a loop which, together with that of a computation 
of an a-transducer, is basic to our proofs. In addition, the section is concerned with 
proving six lemmas, each dealing with either the loop structure of a computation or the 
replacement ofa computation by one in which the loops are regulated in some manner. 
None of these lemmas is of interest in itself. However, the second, the third, and the 
sixth play essential roles in subsequent sections. 
Section 4 considers languages essentially of the form 
(***)  {a~ '(~) 9 a"(~)ix >~ 1}, n 
where n ~ 2 and all the fi are strictly increasing. 
The first major result is a necessary and sufficient condition for a language V of the 
above form to be in a (full)[semi-] AFL generated by a bounded language U. In order 
to obtain some practical necessary conditions, the generator U of a (semi-)AFL is also 
restricted to the form (***). The second major result of this section (Theorem 4.2) 
concerns languages U and V, both of the form (***). It expresses a necessary condition 
in terms of an arbitrary function whose variables are the number of occurrences of 
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letters in words of U and// \  Three consequences of Theorem 4.2 are then derived, the 
second applying to a large class of languages U and V of the form (***), with all the 
f~ polynomials. Several examples of application ~f these consequences are given, one 
being the specific example mentioned earlier. 
The necessary conditions given in Section 4 are simple and easy to apply. However, 
the class of languages to which they apply is, on occasion, too small. Sections 5 and 6 
treat a more general class of languages, the family of distance (f, /)-guided and/-uni -  
formly infinite languages. As would be expected, the results are weaker than those in 
Section 4. Section 5 is a collection of lemmas needed for Section 6. The key results 
(none of interest in itself) are Lemmas 5.4-5.7. 
Section 6 presents everal necessary conditions for a distance (f, /)-guided language 
V to be in a (full)[semi-] AFL  generated by a bounded language U. The main results 
are Theorems 6.1 and 6.3. These, in turn, give rise to Theorems 6.2 and 6.4, which are 
of a more practical nature. The methods developed here allow us to verify, for example, 
that V is not in .~-(U), where 
U = {a"b"c ~ [ n ~ l, m~ n 2, k ~ n 3}and V={a 'bnc  k l m ~ k 3, n ~ k z, k ~ l). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we review some of the basic concepts involving families of languages 
and a-transducers. The reader is referred to [5] for further background and motivation. 
For each set X let X* be the free semigroup with identity e generated by 27, i.e., the 
set of all finite strings a x "" a,~, m >~ 0, each ai in I .  (By definition, al "" am = e 
when m = 0.) The elements of X are called letters and the elements of S* are called 
words (over the alphabet I ) .  
A word z in X* is a subword of a word w in 27* if w = xzy for some x and y in I * .  
For each word w =-- a 1 -" am, m ~> 0, each as in I ,  let ] w [ be the length of w, i.e., 
l ug '  - m. 
I f  A is a finite set then the number of elements in it is denoted by [ A I. 
There should be no confusion between the two uses of the symbol I 1. 
A language (over I )  is a set L _C I *  such that L _C 27o* for some finite subset l 0 of I .  
I fc  is not inL thenL is said to be e-free. 
We shall be concerned with certain classes of languages. 
DErlmTior~. A family of languages is a pair ( l ,  .~), or ~ when I is understood, 
where 
(a) 2: is an infinite set of symbols, 
(b) each L in .s is a language (over X), and 
(c) L 3: ~ for some L in ~,a. 
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Henceforth, Z will always denote a given infinite set of symbols, and Z' with a 
subscript a finite subset of Z. All languages considered are assumed to be over Z. 
In the sequel we shall consider families of languages which are closed with respect 
to certain operations on languages. We now note some of them. 
For languages S and T, the concatenation (product) S" T, usually written as ST, 
is the set {uv ] u in S, v in T}. 
For a language S, let S~ ={e}, St~l =S t 9 S, i~0 ,  S+:  :Ui>o Si, and S* --= Ut>o St. 
Note that S ~ = S + u {e}. 
If S == {w}, w in Z *, then the symbols { and } are usually omitted. Thus wT, w +, 
and w* denote {w} - T, {w} +, and {w}* respectively (similarly for 7" = {w}). 
A homomorphism h is a mapping h from A* into B* (A and B sets) such that h(uv) = 
h(u) h(v) for all u and v in A*; h is e-free if h(u) -- e implies u = e. 
I f  h is a homomorphism from A* into B*, then the mapping h -1 of subsets of B* 
into subsets of A* defined by h-l(Y) = {x[h(x) in Y} for all Y C B* is called an 
inverse homomorphism. 
A set is said to be regular if it is contained in the least class closed under union, 
concatenation, and * which contains each finite set of words. 
We shall be interested in four types of families of languages, now given. 
DEFINITION. A (full) semi-AFL .LP is a family of languages closed under the opera- 
tions of union, e-free (arbitrary) homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and inter- 
section with regular sets. If in addition _W is closed under concatenation and +,  then 
it is called a (full) AFL. 
Historically, (full) AFL  preceded (full) semi-AFL. 
The operations mentioned so far have been either set-theoretic or algebraic in 
nature. An operation obtained by a different method depends on the notion of 
"machine" now given. 
DEFINITION. A sequential transducer with accepting states, abbreviated a-transducer, 
is a 6-tuple M-  - (K, Z1, Zz, H, q0, F), where 
(i) K, Z'l, and Z'-o are finite sets (of states, inputs, and outputs, respectively), 
(ii) H is a finite subset of K • ZI* • Z o* x K (the moves), 
(iii) q0 is in K (the start state), and 
(iv) F ~ K (the set of accepting states). 
I f  H_C K • ZI* x Z2~ • K, then M is called E-free. 
To define how an a-transducer acts as a transformation device we recall some 
notation first used by Goldstine [10]. 
Notation. Let M ~ (K, Z1,272, H, qo, F) be an a-transducer. (In the sequel, unless 
otherwise stated, the symbol M denotes the a-transducer (K, Z'l, 272, H, q0 ,F).) 
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For i in {0, l, 2, 3}, let pr i be the homomorphism on H* defined by pri(h) = xi for 
each h = (x0, xl ,  xz, x3) in H. 
For each ~, in H*, prl(y ) thus represents the input of y, and pr2(y ) the output. 
DEFINITION. A computation of M is a word of the form h x "- hm, where m >~ 1, 
each hj is in H, Pro(hi) :-= pr~(h~_l) for 1 < i ~ m, pro(hi) = qo , and pra(hm) is in F. 
In addition, if q0 is in F then the empty word 9 is a computation of M. Let FI M be the 
set of all computations of M. 
DEFINITION. For each word w in ZI* let M(w) = pr2(pr~l(w) (~ HM). For every 
S C ZI* , let M(S)  = Owins M(w). The mapping from subsets of ZI* into subsets of 
Z~* so defined is called an a-transducer mapping. 
Thus an a-transducer is a finite-state device with accepting states, which moves 
under the input words and transforms them (by parts, nondeterministically) into the 
output words. The output is recorded only if the device lands at an accepting state 
after processing the entire input word. Note that H M is regular [3]. 
In connection with a-transducers we shall use the following symbolism. 
Notation. For each family of languages ~ let 
.,[t(c~) = {M(L)[ L in .LP, M an 9 a-transducer} and 
.AZ(L~') == {M(L)[ L in L,e, M an a-transducer}. 
We shall be especially concerned with the case where .L# = (L} for some L 4= ~.  
It was shown in [6] that df(L)(~g~(L)) is the smallest (fuU) semi-AFL containing L. 
We write Jg  (L) and ~(L )  instead of ~'((L}) and JZ({L}), respectively. 
We now introduce a similar symbolism for AFL. 
Notation. For each set c.LP of languages, let ~'(~r [~-(~')] be the smallest [full] 
AFL containing .L,r We write .:~'(L) and .~(L) instead of .~'((L}) and .~:({L}), respec- 
tively. 
For each fr .~(~)  and .~'(.6#) exist. 
As in the a-transducer case, we shall be interested in the case when ~ contains 
exactly one element. This leads to the following 
DEFINITION. A (full)[semi-] AFL  ~ is said to be (full) principalif there exists a 
language L, called a (full)[semi-] AFL generator of .~, such that 
~LP -- .~'(L) ( s  ,~'(L)) [.Lf --- ~,/[(L) (d~ - :  ~r 
Since their inception several years ago, AFL and semi-AFL have developed an 
extensive literature. One constantly recurring problem is to 
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(*) determine for two given (semi-) AFL  whether the second is contained in 
the first. 
This is the problem we are concerned with in this paper. Because of the difficulty of 
(*) in general, we wish to restrict he type of the (semi-) AFL  chosen. This leads to the 
following concept. 
DEFINITION. A language L is said to be bounded i fL  C wl* .-. w,* for some words 
wi ,..., w~ in X*. 
Because of their simply described structure, bounded languages are frequently used 
in formal language theory for example and counterexample purposes. This has been 
especially notable in the study of context-free languages. There are many signs which 
indicate that the family of bounded languages will play an analogous role in the study 
of AFL  [1, 4, 5, 7, 10-13, 17]. One of the drawbacks in the development of AFL theory 
has been the difficulty in showing whether J//(V) [~-(V)] is a subset of ~r [o~'(U)] 
for given languages U and V, equivalently, whether V is in J/ I(U) [.~-(U)]. This diffi- 
culty also exists when U and U are bounded languages. By experience, it is usually a 
relatively easy task to prove (if so) that V is in ~/(U)[6~-(U)], but comparatively 
difficult to show (if so) that V is not in ..r [a~'(U)]. The main goal of this document 
is to establish methods for showing that V is not in .~t'(U) [o~-(U), ~(U) ,  or ~(U) ]  
for bounded languages U and V. The idea is to derive necessary conditions for V to 
be in J/[(U) [o~'(U), etc.] which can readily be shown to be violated for a variety of 
different pairs (U, V). The hope is that techniques and methods uch as are developed 
here will ultimately reduce the labor involved in determining that 
.a(v) ~ ~r [~(v) ~ ~(u), 
etc.]. 
For tcchnical reasons it is convenient only to consider those bounded languages 
of the formL C ai* .-. an*, the a i distinct letters of X and n ~ 2. It is not clear how the 
results translate for arbitrary bounded languages. 
Henceforth, a i ,..., a , ,  respectively bi ,..., b,,, are always assumed to be distinct 
symbols in X. 
To illustrate the difficulties that may arise, consider the following: 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let U = (ai'~a[ (n) I n ~ 0}, where 
2n 
f(n) = 2n + 1 
if n = m 2 for some integer m, 
otherwise, 
n~ ri~ and let V = {b 1 b 2 I n ~> 0). It is easy to see that there is an (E-free) a-transducer M
such that V = M(U).  (For, M just copies each a 1 into bi,  each a2a 2 into bz, and blocks 
whenever the number of occurrences of a s is odd.) 
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The above example shows that no relationship between the function specifying the 
number of a I (i.e., n in this case) and the function specifying the number of b 1 (i.e. 
n z in this case) has to exist. Thus the method involving the "rate of growth," used by 
Goldstine [10] for languages over one letter, is not suitable for languages over two or 
more letters. 
We conclude the section with some simple results, occasionally used. 
In order to simplify AFL  arguments, it is often convenient to modify the form of a- 
transducers. Each such modification is usually accompanied by a statement asserting 
that the modified a-transducers give rise to the same class of a-transducer mappings as 
the original a-transducers. 
It is easy to see that there is no loss of generality in the following 
Assumption. Each a-transducer M = (K, X 1 , X2, H, q0,F) considered in the 
sequel has the property that if ( p, c, E, q) is in H then p =: qo and q 4: qo 9 
We conclude by stating some simple properties of (semi-) AFL. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let .W be a [semi-] AFL. 
(a) The following three statements are equivalent. 
(i) {c} is in s 
(ii) Some language in .~ contains r
(iii) I f L  is in &o, then L u (r is in .~. 
(b) {L -- (c)', L in c~) and (L, L • {c)[ L in c~} are both [semi-] AFL. 
(c) cd contains each c-free regular set. 
(d) .~' contains each regular set if and only if {~) is in .~. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let U and V be infinite languages and let U' and V' be finite sets. 
Then 
(i) V is in o/r [.•(U)] implies V -- V'  is in .d (U  --  U') [~(U  -- U')]. 
(ii) I f  V -- V'  is E-free and V is in tit'(U) [~-(U)], then V -- V'  is in 
m(u-  u')[.~-(u- u')]. 
3. LooPs  AND (..all l l z )  "'" a~-(~))-LA.~CUACES 
In deriving necessary, conditions on bounded languages U and V so that V is in 
or [.~(U)] we shall examine the manner in which an a-transducer processes a
word, i.e., we shall examine the computations. In this section we introduce the notion 
of a loop and then study the occurrence of loops in computations. We shall be especially 
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interested in replacing one computation by an "equivalent" one, the loops in the latter 
being regulated in some manner. We present six lemmas, none of importance in itself. 
The second, third, and sixth lemmas are the key ones and will be used in later sections. 
We start with the definition of a loop. 
DEFI~rrIoN. Let h 1 ,..., h , ,  n ~ 1, be in H. The word y = h 1 ." hn is said to be 
a loop in M if (i) pr3(h,) = pro(ha); (ii) pr3(hi) = Pro(hi+a) for 1 ~ i < n; (iii) Prl(7) is in 
a* and pr2(7) is in b ~ for some a in 271 and b in 2' 2 ; and (iv) pro(h,) ~ Pro(h~) for i =/= j, 
1 ~ i, j ~ n. (The explicit reference to an a-transducer M is usually omitted when M 
is understood.) A loop y with input in a-- is said to be an a-loop. 
Thus (p l ,  a, a, p o)(p2, a, a, P2)(P2, a, a, Px) and (pa ,  ab, a, Px), where a and b 
are symbols, are not loops, since they do not satisfy (iv) and (iii), respectively. 
No proper subword of a loop in M can be a loop in 2]I. Thus, for each a-transducer 
M, there is only a finite number of loops in 2V/. 
Note that by the assumption on a-transducers, made in Section 2, there are no 
input r output loops in 3,/. 
The output v of a computation c~ is an image of the input u of c~. Clearly there may 
be some other computation/3, with pr x (/3) = u and pr2(/3 ) = v, which is in some way 
simpler than c~. From the point of view of a-transducer mappings we can disregard (x 
provided we consider/3. Since some computations may be unpleasantly complicated 
we shall concentrate on a "good" subclass of all computations, containing enough 
computations "to preserve the a-transducer mapping." One way to find such class is 
to show that each computation can be replaced by (or transformed into) a computation 
with a "simple loop structure" which has the same input and output. Thus, we are 
concerned with replacing one computation by another, subject o certain constraints. 
The constraints will always involve limitations on the nature of loops occurring in the 
computation. 
Consider an arbitrary loop y in an a-transducer M, with [? ;  = j > 1. There are 
j - -  1 other loops, each a subword of ya" (k > 1), each occurring k - -  1 times in y~, 
and each consisting of the same j 4-tuples as y. These j loops are very similar to each 
other and lead to the following concept. 
DEFINITION. A loop ~h is said to be associated with a loop 5'2, written Ya "~ 72, 
if 7a is a subword of 7272 9 Loop Yl is said to be nonassociated with a loop ~'2, written 
~'a v ~' 72, if not 7x ~ 7., 9 
Our first lemma characterizes when 71 is associated with 72 9 
LEM'MA 3.1. Yi "~ 7Z i f  and only i f  there are words w I and w 2 in I t*  such that 71 = 
WlW 2 and 72 = w.2w~ 9
Proof. I f  71 ==: wlw., and 72 = w~wl, then 727e = w~wlW2Wx = w271w~, so that 
71 ~ 7".' 9 
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Now let Yl "~ ~'~, i.e., ~1 is a subword  of y2y2 9 Let  Yl " - Yl "'" Ym and 72 -= xl "'" x , ,  
with each x~ and Yi in I L  I f  n = I, i.e., Y3 = x , ,  then 7x - -  xl and lemma holds wi th  
w I ----- x 1 and w 2 = 4. Suppose n >~ 2. Since 71 is a subword of 7zY2, there exists i 
such that  Yl = xe. I f  i = 1 then  m .... n and 71 = Vs. [For otherwise condit ion (iv) of 
the definit ion of loop is violated.] Thus  we can take w 1 = ~1, w2 = e. Suppose i > 1. 
Then  m > n - -  i -+- 1. (For  otherwise Yl would be a proper  subword  of ~ ,  violat ing 
condit ion (iv) of the definit ion of loop.) Thus  we have the fol lowing situation. Yx = x i ,  
Y2 - - xi+l ,...,Y~-i§ = x ,  ,y~_~ = x 1 ,...,Ym = x,,_n~ i-1, wi th  i > 1 and 
1 <~m--n+i - - l~n .  
From (i) of the def init ion of loop, pro(Y1) = Prz(Y,,~). Th is  in tu rn  implies pro(xi) = 
Pr3(x . . . . .  i-1). I f  m & n, the last equal ity violates (iv) of the def init ion of loop. Thus  
m := n and the lemma holds, with zoo. = x 1 -"  xi-1 and w I = x i "" x n . 
COROI.LAaY. N is an equivalence relation on the set of loops in M.  
Thus  we can read "Yl '~  7,,." as " loops Yl and Y2 are associated" and "?1 ~/~ 72" as 
" loops 71 and ~ are nonassociated."  
In  view of the similarity between associated loops it seems reasonable to try to replace 
each computat ion  by one in which all associated loops occur in clusters. More  precisely: 
DEFINITION. A computat ion  ~ is said to be in standard form i f  
, k l  k 2 . . .  7.~[v ,,,/k~'721 , 
3~ = g~Jl~/1 g02~ 2 q~q q+l  
where 71 . . . . .  yq are pairwise nonassociated loops, no u, i , 1 ~ i ~ q + 1, contains a 
loop, and kj ~ l for all j ,  1 ~ j  ~ q. 
Our  second lemma, the first of the three key ones in this section, asserts that  each 
computat ion  can be replaced by an "equ iva lent"  one in s tandard form. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be an a-transducer, L C_ al* ... a~*, and M(L )  C_ bl* ... b n,*. Then 
for every computation ~x in 17 M n pr~l(L) there is a computation ~x' in standard form such 
that prl(~' ) : prl(~X ) and pro(od) --- prz(~ ). 
Proof. I f  cz does not  contain a loop, then cx =- c,' satisfies the conclusions of the 
lemma. Suppose ~x contains a loop. Then  ~ = WWxU ~ , where ~'1 is a loop and w~ does 
not contain a loop. I f  u I does not  contain a loop let w o --- u 1 and a = a'  = w,71w z
has the desired form. 
Suppose u 1 contains a loop 71' ~-~ ?x.  By Lemma 3.1, there exist words v~ and vz 
in H*  such that  ~q : vlv 2 and 71' : v2vl 9 Thus  c~ --- wlvlvzut'v~vlu ~ for some u(  
and u~' in H*.  Suppose ~x (hence ~'1') has non-~ input  and output .  By property  (iii) of 
the definit ion of loop, pr~(71 ) : pr l (y l '  ) is in ai ~ for some i. F rom this and the fact 
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thatL  C a~* -'- an* it follows thatprx(ul" ) is in ai*. Since pr2(yl) :/: ~, from the definition 
of loop it follows that pr2(Yl) = pr2(7'x') is in bj + for some j .  Consequently pr2(ua' ) is in 
bj*. Thus prl(ylul'yl' ) = prl(vlv2ul'yl' ) = prl(vffl"v~ul' ) =: prl(vlv2vlv2ul' ) = 
pra(ylylul' ). Similarly, pr2(ylul'y1' ) = pr2(yaylua' ). Clearly a 1 = wWa2ut'u"l is a com- 
putation and prl(a ) - -pr l (~l)  and pr2(a ) = pr2(~a). (The procedure just  described 
formalizes what will be referred to as moving the loop )'1" to its associate )'1 .) The case 
when both the input and the output  of Yl are ~ is excluded by the assumption on M 
(following Example 2.1). For  the case of 7x with ~-input or ~-output he loop ~x' is 
"moved"  in an analogous way (with simpler considerations). 
Now suppose u I contains no loop Yx' ~'~ Yl but does contain a loop Y2, Yz ~ Yl 9 Then  
~ cq : ~,l?~wo_72u2, where w 1 and w 2 do not contain a loop and Yl QL, Y2 " 
We continue by induction. Let  ~ : wxy~w2?~ ... ww~,u, Yi pairwise nonassociated, 
and no w, containing a loop. Let  A : ~:=x l~. (Note that the li and s depend on r.) 
I f  u does not contain a loop, let ~+1 :-: ~r 9 Otherwise le tp  be the smallest integer such 
that u contains a loop y, ), ,~ y~. I f  no such p exists, let 
It ' 12 "'  '/,0 l~ t 
Rr4-1 = WlY l  W2~2 " s~s  ~'O8 ~-I~s+lU ' 
where Ws_ly.~_lu' =: and w sft does not contain a loop. (Note that At+ 1 == A ,-[- 1.) 
I fp  exists, then a~ 1 is obtained from ~ by moving loop ), to 9% 9 Thus  
l 1 , , l~+1 , I~UtUZ 
~Xr+l --- W1~1 ~7"~2 "" '~p~o ~o+1 " '"  ~s" 
where u'yu" -- u. As at the beginning of the proof, prl(a~+~) = prl(a~) and pr2(a~+a) =
pr~(~). Again Ar~ 1 : A,. -4- 1. Since I a,  I = I ~ [ for all r, and since , yi I >/ 1 (by the 
definition of loop) for all i, A~ ~ ', a I for all r. Thus  there exists t such that a t = c~t+ 1 . 
Let  ~' = c~ t . Then  a' satisfies the properties of the lemma and the proof  is complete. 
A common method for proving "M(U)  4: V for all M"  is to show that "VC M(U)  
implies V ~ ]II(U)", i.e., to show that if ~ I  outputs all of the words in V then it must  
also give some "superf luous" words (i.e., some words not in V). For  this purpose we 
shall want to replace a computat ion c~ in 17 M ~ pr{X(L), which has two nonassociated 
ai- loops, by a computat ion ~' in H~t ~ praa(L) satisfying (a) pr l (~ ) : pra(a'), (b) the 
loops in ~ and a' coincide, and (c) the number  of occurrences of one of the two specified 
a,- loops in ~x' is "smal l . "  The next lemma, the second of our key ones, asserts that this 
replacement is always possible. 
LE~A 3.3. Let M be an a-transducer, L C_ al* ... an*, and M(L)  C_~ bl* ... bin*. 
Then there exists an integer k >~ 2 with the following property. For every computation 
kl  ?c 2 c~ = ~171 w2Y2 w3 in H M n pr-~l(L), where (a) Yl and Yz are nonassociated ai-loops for 
some i, I ~ i ~ n, (b) hi ~> 1, and (c) k2 >~ 1; there exist nonnegative integers ql and 
qz such that/or 11 =: kl -- ql " [ Prx(Yz)l, 12 = k2 + qt " I prl(~'l)l, Pl  = kl - q 9 I pr~(y~)!, 
and p2 -~ hz -- q 9 [ Pq(7'1)], the following holds. 
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(i) 0 < l x < k and 0 < p~ < k, 
(ii) prl(wW~lW.,7~wa) = prl(wD,~w~7~w~) = pr~(oO. 
Proof. Let k = max{I prl(7) + 1, 2 ] 7 a loop in M}. As noted earlier, there are 
only finitely many loops in M. Thus k exists. Clearly k ~> 2. Consider the proof for 
ql ; an analogous proof holds for q2 9 Let ~ = wD,11wz722wa. I f k 1 < k, ql = 0 satisfies 
the lemma. Suppose k 1 >~ k. Let ql be the smallest nonnegative integer such that 
0 < kl - -  qx I pr1(72)l < k. (By the definition of k, such an integer qx clearly exists.) 
Deleting ql " i Prl()'o_)[ of 71 loops and inserting ql " i Pra(~h)l of ~'2 loops results in a 
computation e' = wl),[~w23,~2*oz, satisfying (i). SinceL _C a t . . . .  a~*, with all a~. distinct, 
and both )'1 and 7z are acloops, prx(wz) is in ai*. From 
r Zl 12 I /r ko : Prx(71 w.,)'z ), = I prx(~ q w2~'z')l 
it follows that prl(),[,w27~ ) = prl(),f~w27~). Thus pr~(a') = prx(a), so that (ii) is 
satisfied. 
The computation a' in Lemma 3.3 was such that prx(a' ) = prl(a ). It could happen 
that prz(a') 4= prz(a ). From the informal discussion above one can guess that this is an 
unwanted phenomenon. In what follows some restrictions are placed on the output 
language M(L)  in order to overcome this problem. That enables us to continue the 
"replacement policy" on computations. The third of our three key lemmas, Lemma 
3.6. asserts that under certain conditions ~ may be replaced by a', where prl(a'  ) = 
prl(cO, pr2(a' ) = pr2(eO, and for each i, all but one of the ai-loops occur just a small 
number of times. 
Lemma 3.6 requires us to establish two preliminary results on the nature of loops 
occurring in a computation in the case of restricted output language M(L) .  
Notation. Let n ~> 2 and let f i  be a strictly increasing 1 function from N into N 
for all i, 1 ~< i ~ n. (N is the set of nonnegative integers.) We write 
9 " a n / 
for the set {a:x~l ... a~,l~l i x in N}. 
The first preliminary lemma asserts that when M(L)  is of the form 
all loops occurring in a computation i  HM n pr-(l(L) are acloops for some a i . 
1 A function f is said to be strictly increasing if xx < x2 implies f(xa) < f(xz). 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let M be an a-transducer and L ~ a~* "" a,,*. Let 
M(L) ~'h gt(x) a ~(~) . . . .  .=~ b= ). 
Then for every loop y occurring in a computation in I I  M n pr~X(L), pr~(v) ~/- E. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. By the assumption on M, there are no ~ input E output 
loops in M (following Example 2.1). Thus  there exist ~ in Hm ~ pr~(L)  and a loop 7, 
such that c~ --- vlyvz, with vxv~ in H*, pr~(v) : -  r and pr2(y) 4= ~. Clearly ~' : -  vWTv2 
is in / /m ~ Pr-I~(L), since y is a loop and prx(~') ~ prx(~ ). By the definition of loop, 
Prz0, ) = b; z for some j ,  1 ~ j  ~ m, and some l >~ 1. I f  pr2(~) = b~ "" b~=, then 
prz(~x' ) ,-- b~ "'" _~h +~ "'" _,,,b ~', . Since each gi is strictly increasing, m /> 2, and k~- + l > 
k~, pro(~') is in M(L) but not in (b~ (~) -.' _,,h ~.*(~'~, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY. For M and L as in Lemma 3.4, M(w) is finite for each w in L. 
The second prel iminary lemma shows that M has actually very little choice in its 
selection of loops for a computat ion in standard form. For  each i, 1 ~< i ~ n, all ai- 
loops must  have (i) the output in the same b~*, and (ii) the same output - input  ratio. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let M be an a-transducer and L C_ ax* ... an* such that 
M(L)  ---- ~'h al(x) g.~(x) 
Let k >/2 be the integer guaranteed by Lemma 3.3. Let o~ = vW ~ . . . . .  v,yp~v~+xh in 
I I i  c~ pr[l(L) be a computation i  standard form. Then for every s and t, 1 ~ s, t ~ p, 
such that Ys and ~'t are both ai-loops for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n, and h, >~ k the following 
hoM. 
(i) pr,,(ys) and pr2(yt ) are both in b~* for some j, 1 < j ~ m; and 
(ii) , pr2(y.~)i/I prl(y.0 ] ----- E, pra(yt)]/] prx(),t) [. 
(Note that I Prl(ys)l 4- 0 and I Pr~(~,)l 4= 0, since y., and ),, are a~-loops.) 
Proof. By the definition of loop there ex is t j  and l, 1 ~ j ,  l ~< m, such that pr2(ys) 
is in bj* and prz(yt) is in b~*. I f  s := t, the lemma holds trivially. Suppose s 4= t. E ither 
s < t or s :> t. We shall assume the former, an analogous argument holding if the 
latter. To  simplify the notation we write ~,, )/ ,  kx, and k 2 for y , ,  ) ' t ,  h , ,  and ht respec- 
tively. Then  for appropriate w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 , ~ . . . .  w1~fl:lTo2~thzw3, i th k a := h, >/h  
andk  2 :=h,~ 1. 
By Lemma 3.3, there exists a nonnegative integer q~ and consequently positive 
integers /1 and l~. such that (i) 0 < l 1 < k, and (ii) pr~(c~') = pr~(~), where ~' = 
wwhwJ~w 3 . Since kx >~ k, qx > 0 and consequently I z > k 2 . Note that pr2(a' )
is in M(L). Four  cases arise: 
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(o~) pr~.(~) = e and pr,,(9") = e. Clearly (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
(fl) prz(9" ) =,  and pre(9") 4: ,. Then pr,z(9" ) = b~ q for some q >/ 1. Since 
pr~(a) is in M(L) ,  prz(a) = b]x ... b~7 for some zx ,..., z, ,  . By assumption prz(9" ) = r 
Thus prz(a' ) --  pr2(wwqwz9"t'-Wa) ---prz(wxw~9"t~'w~). Since pr~(9") = bd and 
12 > kz ,  pr2(a' ) = pr2(wlw29"e~,/"z-X"wa) :~ pre(wlwz9"~'-)pr2(9"t,-~,)pr2(zoa) = 
bit ~ q'" -~ ) zt+x b,,, "'" b,, and b~, "" b~t+~'"2-~,l ... b,~m are both in ... bt bt , z b l+ l  . . . . . . .  . Then b~ ~'~ 
M(L) .  Since l 2 - -  k., > 0 and q >~ 1 this contradicts the fact that the g~ are strictly 
increasing. Hencc this case cannot occur. 
(9') pr~(9") 4: ~ and prz(9/) = ~. By an argument analogous to that in (fl), this 
case cannot occur. 
(~) pr~(9") 4: ~ and pr~(9") =/= r Thus  pr~(7) = b~ and pr(9") = b~ for some 
q, r ~> 1. Let pr2(a) ~= b~ "" b~,*. 
Consider (i). Suppose j ~ l. Then  j < l, since 9' occurs to the left of 9". 
Then 
--  pra(w19 , w.,y "wa) = prz(wxr "~2r " aJ pr.~(~x') - q ,t. .kr(kl-q) . . . .  ,k~+(zo-~2) w 
= b~. . .  b~j-(kt-q),' . . ,  b;r~(~.-k2)~...b~,,. J 
This is a contradiction, since all g~ are strictly increasing, pr2(ot ) and pro(a') are in 
M(L) ,  l,~ - -  h 2 > 0, k x - -  l 1 > 0, q > 0, and r > 0. Hence j  =-= land  (i) holds. 
Consider (ii). Let & be the computation obtained from a by deleting I Pq(9")l 
occurrences of 9' and inserting [prl(9')[ occurrences of 9", i.e. 
k~-I ~rx(~') I ,kz+l vrl(:,) I = W~9' WZ9 , W a . 
(Note that k 1 - -  [ prl(9")l ~ 0 since k 1 >~ k.) Because of (i), pr2(w2) is in b~*. Then  
pr2(& ) == b~x "-" b~, +~ "-" b~2, where Q := I pri(9')[ [ p,'.~(9")' - prl(9")[  ]pr~(9")[. Since 9' 
and 9" are ai-loops and L C al ~" ... a~*, prl(w2) is in ai*. Clearly prl(a ) := prl(& ). 
Hence pr.,(&) is in M(L) .  Now all gi are strictly increasing. Thus,  if Q ~- 0, then pr2(& ) 
is not in (b~t (~) -- b g,~(~" ,~ 2, a contradiction. Hence Q = 0, i.e., 
I prx(9')l I pr2(9") - -  ',pr~(9")l I Pr2(9')[ = 0. 
By Lemma 3.4, prl(y)l 4 :0  and [ Pq(Y')I 4: 0. Thus  (ii) holds. 
We are now ready for the third key lemma. 
LEXIMA 3.6. Let M be an a-transducer, L C al* . . . . . . .  a ,* ,  and M(L )  (b~l(z) bmg,,t~)>. 
Then there exists an integer ti with the following property. For each ~ in II.~ (~ pr~l(L)  
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there exists a computation a' --:: vff~x "" v,~y.-v,~+x~ in 1-I M ('~ pr~X(L), all k i ~ O, such 
that 
(i) prx(od) := Prl(ot ) and pr2(a' ) -:: prz(a); 
(ii) ~,~ is an ai-loop for all i, 1 <~ i ~ n; and 
(iii) for each loop ), in M and each i, 1 <~ i <~ n + 1, vi contains at most li -- 1 
occurrences of ~/. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that cx is in standard form, 
*h I 9 ,h 
"--=~" WlY l  " "  Wr~ rWr+l~r  I 
By Lemma 3.4, all Yi', 1 ~ i ~< r, have non-E input. Let R~ be the set of all i such that 
7 / i s  an as-loop for some j, 1 ~<] ~ r. For each i in R~ let j ( i )  be the smallest integer 
such that y'j,) is an ai-loop. Furthermore, define j ( i  + 1) : j ( i )  for i not in Ra and 
j (n + 1) = r + 1. Let Q~ = {j(i)l i in R~}. Let Q~' - -  { j  not in Q~ I h~ >/k}, where k 
is an integer guaranteed by Lemma 3.3. Let s~ ---- [ Q, '  I. For each i in R~ let Yi = ~"s~i) 9
For each i in R~' = {1,..., n} - -  R~ let 7i be an arbitrary at-loop in M. (We can add a 
new state p and for each i, 1 ~ i ~< n, a 4-tuple (p,  a i ,  b x , p) to M,  to guarantee the 
existence of at least one ai-loop. ) Thus  yi is defined for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n. Let ~ ---- 
k + 2k', where k' is the number  of loops in M. 
The  proof is by induction on s~. Suppose s~ = 0. Let k,: ~ hi(i) for i in R~ and k~ =: 0 
for i in R~'. Clearly a has the form ~ = vw~t ... v~,~,i,V~l and a' -= a satisfies (i) and 
(ii). Consider (iii). We can obviously choose v 1 - -  Ws, hence v 1 does not contain a loop. 
For each i, 1 < i ~ n + 1, let t(i) - - - - j ( i -  1) + 1 and t'(i) - - j ( i )  -- t(i). Now for 
each i, with i - -  1 in R~, define vi = wai) if t'(i) = 0 and 
*h'l(tl . . .  Vtlltlt)+|'(i)-I 
Vi ~ ~Ot{i)Yt(t) "ti i)+t'{i)- i  Wt(i)+t'(i) 
if t'(i) 3> O. Define v~ :=- E, otherwise. Let ~, be a loop in M. Suppose 7 occurs in v~ 
for some i. Since no wi contains a loop, there are just three possibilities: (a) ~, occurs in 
~,,jhj for some j , t(i) ~ j ~ t(i) + t'(i) - -  1 ; (b) y consists of a terminal 2 subword of 
some w~ followed by an initial subword of y / ;  or (c) y consists of a terminal subword of 
some y / fo l lowed by an initial subword of wj_ x . Since s a ---- 0, hj < k for t(i) ~ j 
t(i) + t'(i) - -  I. Clearly 7 cannot occur as a subword of y'jhJ and y~h, fo r j  ~ / ,  because 
a is in standard form. Thus  at most k - -  1 occurrences of 7 result in case (a). It  is easy 
to see that at most t'(i) occurrences of y result in each of the cases (b) and (c). Hence 
2 A word z in 22* is an initial (terminal) subword of a word w in 2:* if w = zx(w = xz) for 
some x in ~'*. 
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there are at most z ~= k --  1 + 2t'(i) occurrences of y in vi. Since t'(i) ~ r ~ k', 
z ,< k + 2k' - k and (iii) holds. 
Continuing by induction suppose the lemma holds for all computations ~ satisfying 
s~ ~ s. Let s, = s + 1. Le t j  be in Q~' and let y /be  an ai-loop. Hence ~ = uay~uzy'~mz 
for some ux, u2, and u a . By Lemma 3.3, there exists & in IIM 63 pr-fX(L) such that (1) 
201 ~)2 = Ul~ u~ u~, Px > 1, 0 < P2 < k, and (2) prl(~ ) = pra(c 0. Clearly 
s~=sa- -1  =s.  
It thus suffices to prove thatpr2(& ) = pr2(o O. 
By Lemma 3.3, Pl = 1 + q 9 I prx(y/)l and P2 = hi --  q " ]pr~(y~)], where q is the 
smallest integer such that 0 < h; --  q [ prl(Y~)l < k. Suppose prz(y~ ) = pr~(ys') ~ ~. 
Then pr~(&) = pr,~(uxy~u~'~Vtu~) = pr~(uxuzu~) = pr~(u~y#~y'~m3) = pr~(~). Suppose 
prz(yl ) ~ 9 or pre(~j ) v ~ 9 By (ii) of Lemma 3.5, prz(yi) v~ 9 and pr~(7~') =/= 9 By 
(i) of Lemma 3.5, prz(vi ) = b~ t and pr2(v~' ) = b~* for some l, 1 ~ l ~ m, z I ~ 1, and 
z z >/ 1. Thus prz(uz) = b~3 for some z z ~ O. Then 
pr~(~) = pr~(ul) pr2(y~ ) pr2(uz) pr2(y; v2) prz(u3) = pr2(ul) b~aVx+'*~'+Z3prz(u3). 
Similarly pr2(~) ~- pr~(ul) b~*+'*h'+*3pr2(uz). Let y~ = [prx(y~)! and Y2 = I Prx(Y/)[ 9 
By (ii) of Lemma 3.5, zx/yl = z2/y u . Then 
Plgl + P2Z2 = (1 + qy~.) Z l + (h~ -- qYl) zz 
= z 1 + h~za + q( y~,z  1 - -  yxz2) = z x + h,z 2 . 
Hence pr2(& ) = pr2(~ ) and the induction is extended. 
4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS ON (al/l(x) "'" a~-Iz))-LANGUAGES 
In the present section we use the properties of computations, established in Section 3, 
to prove a necessary and sufficient condition on a language 
(hOx(~) g=(x) V=,_ I  ""bin ) 
in order to be in .~(U) ,  .,~'(U), ,~(U) ,  or ~(U)  for some given bounded language U 
(Theorem 4.1). We then derive several necessary conditions which are consequences 
of Theorem 4.1 One of these consequences is applicable to a large class of polynomials. 
First consider the following property of (a~l I~) "" a,l?(x))-languages. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L x = (b~ (x)''' bg,? cx)) and let Lz be a nonempty language. Then 
L x is in ~'(L2) [~" (L2)] if and only i / L  1 is in .,g(Z~) [.,r 
57 I / I I / I -2  
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Proof  (cf. Example 3.1 in [14]). Since ~/'(L2) C ~'(L.,) [J~(Lz) _C ~(L~)],  it suffices to 
consider the "only if." Let L i be in ~,~(L2) [d,~(L.,)]. As proved in [5], L 1 is expressible 
as a regular expression of languages in d[(L2) [..r162 ]. It  is easy to see that L i cannot 
contain a subset uv*w for v :/: ~ or a subset UV for both U and V infinite. Thus  the 
regular expression for L i cannot involve * and in any subexpression V1 -" Vk, at 
most one Ve is infinite. Hence, distributing concatenation over union, L 1 must  be a 
finite union of languages in ~[(L2)[~/~(L~)]. Since .aC[(L2)[d'](L2)] is closed under 
union, L i is in ,//[(L2) [~(L2)  ] and the proof is complete. 
To express our necessary and sufficient condit ion we need the following 
Notat ion.  Let ~b<~t ..... ~,> be the mapping from ai* .--a~* into N '~ defined by 
~b<~t ...... ,>(z) =-- (#ox(Z),... , #%(z)),  where #~(z)  is the number  of occurrences of 
ai in z. (N ~ is the set of all n-tuples of nonnegative integers.) 
Notat ion.  Let c == (q ,..., c,) and l = (It ,..-, l~) be in N ~ and let L _C aa* ... a,*.  
Let 
*l+~tq "" a *"+k"l" in L,  k i ~ 0 for each i}. JY'(L, c, l) = {(ka ,..., kn) , a 1 n 
'I'IIEOREM 4.1. Let  U ~ "" (b~ ~ aa* a , *  and V = "" b~l~))[with E in U i f  e is 
in V]. Then V is in ~(U) [ .~(U) ]  i f  and only if: 
(*) V = Oq,=~ b~for  some q >~ 1, each V io f  the fo rm 
zi2--1 Zi(m+l)--t 
where c, , l, == (l, t ,..., l,,,), ( Pil .... , p, , )  are in N" ,  all  lij > O, [all p, j  3> 0], (di x .... , dim ) 
in N% and (Zil ,..-, zi(,,+a)) in N "'-1, with 1 = zi i  < "'" < zio,+l) = n + 1. 
Proof. We shall only discuss the proof for .~-(U), the other case being analogous. 
Suppose (*) holds. It suffices to show that V = M(U)  for some E-output bounded 
a-transducer s M. Such an a-transducer can be constructed in the following way. For 
eachi ,  1 ~ i~q,  let 
U, = {a~ '~+klql "-" aCn ~"+k''q" in U!(k t  ,..., k,,) in Nn}, 
3 An a-transducer M is said to be c-output bounded if there exists k in N such that r < k 
for every word hi '" h,, each hi in H, satisfying prz(hl "'" h,) ~ ~ and Pro(hi+l) ~ prs(h,), 
I < i < r. It was shown in [3] that M(L) -- {~} is in .~(L) for every c-output bounded a- 
transducer M. Thus V -- {~} ~ 11/I(U) -- {e} is in ~t'(U). If E is not in V, V -- {~} ~ V. Suppose 
c is in V. By the assumption r is in U and by (a) of Proposition 2.1, it follows that 
(V -- {e}) U {~} ~ V is in ~'(U). 
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where (cit ,..., ci~ ) = c i . Let  s i be a state corresponding to Ui for each i. Beginning 
in start state q0, ~ll nondeterministically goes to one of the s~ via 4-tuple (%, ~, e, si). 
At s~, M checks whether the input word is of the form 
and maps an's onto appropriate b~'s using the following 4-tuples: 
(a) (, , ,  a~,l, o,'~-, ~,~)," 
(b) (sij, q'J+" aj+~ , b~, si~j+l)) for 1 ~ j < n, where l is the unique integer such that 
ziz ~ j  + 1 < zi{r+l), r = di~ i f j  q- 1 = zir and r = 0 otherwise; and si~ are new 
states; and 
z, b~,J, si~) for 1 ~< j ~< n, where l is the unique integer such that (c) (s,j, a, , 
zi~ ~< j < zm+l) 9 
Clearly M is e-output bounded if each PiJ > 0. Note that once in state si, M blocks 
on each word in U which is not in Ui .  Letting {sinl 1 <~i~q} be the set of 
accepting states of M, it clearly follows that M(U~) = Vi and M(U)  =: V. 
Suppose V is in o~(U). By Lemma 4.1, V is in ,//t'(U). Then there exists an e-free 
a-transducer M such that g = M(U) .  By Lemma 3.4, there are no e-input loops in 
HM n pr~l(U). For each i, 1 ~ i ~< n, let Qi = {Y ] Y an ai-loop in M}. (As in Lemma 
3.6, we may assume that at least one a,-loop exists for each i.) Since the number of 
loops is finite, each Qi is finite. Let ~ be the integer guaranteed by Lemma 3.6. Let W 
be the set of all subwords w of words in HM such that (1) zo contains at most/~ -- 1 
occurrences ofeach loop in M, (2) prx(w) is in al* -" a~*, and (3) pr2(w) is in bl* -'- bin*- 
Clearly W is finite. Let e be a new symbol. Consider Q =: WeQleWeQ2e ... eWeQ,,eW. 
Since the Qi and W are finite, Q is finite. For each e = w~leg~tew,2 -" w~e,A~ew~(~+l) 
in Q, let 
a= {Wed'~lWc,t'" W ny~nW(n bl) ] (k  I . . . .  , k)  in N"} r3 pr~l(U) n Hu .  
By Lemma 3.6, for every computation fl in HM n pr-fl(U) there exists a computation/3' 
such that fl' is in Z~ for some a in Q, prl(fl) = prt(fl'), and prz(fl) = pr2(f3' ). Thus 
v = U~ o pr~(&). 
Since V is infinite, there exists a0 in Q with prz(Z~o ) infinite. Thus 
{#bio(w) [ w in pr2(Z~o)) 
is infinite for some io . Since pr2(Z~o ) ~ V and V --=- (b~ ,1~) "" bg,7{~)), the set {# br w 
inpr 2 (Z,o)} is infinite for each i, 1 ~< i ~< m. Thus for each i, 1 ~ i <~ m, there exists j, 
1 <~ j <~ n, such that prz(Y~oj) is in bi +. Hence m ~< n. 
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Let  a be an arbitrary element in Q. Two cases occur: 
(i) Suppose pr2(Z~) contains less than two elements. Let  (z~x ,..., Z~(m+X) be any 
(m + l ) - tuple of integers satisfying 1 = z~x < "-. < z,t,,+x) = n - -  1. Since m ~< n, 
such an (m + 1)-tuple always exists. 
(ii) Suppose pr2(Z~) contains at least two elements. All g~ are strictly increasing. 
Hence for each i, 1 ~ i ~ m, bi must occur in the output of some loop y~j. F rom the 
definition of the loop it then follows that for each i, 1 ~< i ~ m, there exists j ,  
1 ~ j ~ n, such that pr2(7~) is in b~ ~. Let  z~l == 1, gn[rn+l) - -  n q- 1, and for 1 -< 
i ~ m let z~i be the smaUest j with the property that pro(y,j) is in b(-. Clearly 
Then 
1 : :  z~ l  -<  "" < z~( .~+l  ) = n + I .  
:/~2--1 
= r ..... 0,,> d~x + ~ kj I pr20,,~)l .... , do, .
za(m~ D--1 
+ 2 
3 ~,0t rtl 
where t~ = (]pr1(7~1)' ~ ..... I prl(9,~,)l , c~ = (c~1 ,..., c~,), ca, -~ #~,(pr l (w))  and 
d~ == #b(prz(w))  if Z~ = (w}, and c~i --= #~,(prl(w~lW=2 "" w=~,~l))) and d~j 
#b,(pr2(w=xw=2 "-" w,(,+l))) , otherwise. 
Let  q be the number of elements in Q. Let  ~ be a one-to-one map from Q onto 
{1,..., q}. Let  V,(,) := prz(Z,) , l.(~)j == I prl(~,~.)l, and P,I~)~ = q Prz(~=~)l. Since each 
y~j is an aj- loop, l ,~)j > 0. Since M is ~-free, p,~) j  > 0. Thus  (*) holds and the proof 
is complete. 
Theorem 4.1 is rather awkward to apply in practice. In  order to obtain more practical 
condit ions we shall restrict the form of the language U. At  the same time we shall 
al low the language V to be of a slightly more general form. In particular, both U and 
V shall be of the form (a~ C~) . . . .  I,c~)\ defined below. Our major result for these Un /p 
languages is Theorem 4.2. Its importance stems from the numerous applications 
which follow from it. 
Notation. Let  n ~ 2, p in N,  and let f i  be a function from N into N, strictly 
increasing a on {x in N I x ~ p}, for each i, 1 ~< i ~< n. We write (ah~X) ... aS/X))o 
for the set {aiq ~} -J'-I~} I x ~ 0}. 9 ' '  u n 
4 A function is said to be strictly increasing on a set A C_ N if for each xx and x2 in .4, xl < x~ 
implies f(xl) < f(x2). 
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Note that (af~ (~) -" a~ ~(*)) -= (aIl{*)'" a~.(x'}0 . 
We start with the following lemma, which is of modest interest in itself. 
LEMlVfA 4.2. Let U = (a~ ~<~) "'" a~,(x)}o ~ and V = (b~ ~(~) "'" -~hg"l~)~o~ , with V in 
3~(U) [o~(U)]. Then there exist nonnegative integers c i ,  positive integers [~, positive 
[nonnegative] integers t5i, 1 ~ i ~ n, and nonnegative integers i l j ,  ~,~, 1 <~ j <~ m, 
1 = zt < "'" < z--,+t = n + 1, such that given the Diophantine system 
(l) ci "-~ ki[i = f i(x),  1 <~ i <~ n, 
~j+1--1 
(2) ~j + ~ h~ = gj(y), 1 ~ j < m, 
S =2j 
(a) For each x =max(p  1 ,p2)+1 in N there exists at most one (n + 2)- 
tuple (k x ,..., k ,  , x, y)  in N "+~ which is a solution of( l )  and (2). 
(b) The set of a l l y  such that (kt ,..., kn , x, y)  in N n+2 is a solution of( l)  and (2) 
for  some k t ,..., k ,  , x, with x >= max(pt, p~) + 1 is infinite. 
Proof. We prove the lemma for ~'(U),  the full case being analogous. By Lemma 
4.1, V is in ~' (U) .  
First suppose that p~ = P2 = 0. 
Consider (a). Since all [i are positive and allf, are strictly increasing, for each x >/1 
in N there exists at most one n-tuple (k t ,..., k,) in N n such that (k t ,..., kn, x) is a 
solution of (1). Since all gi are strictly increasing, this implies that for each x /> 1 in N 
there exists at most one (n + 2)-tuple (k t .... , k , ,  x, y) in N n+2, which is a solution 
of 0)  and (2). 
Consider (b). By Theorem 4.1, there exist q ~ 1; c i , l i  = (lit ,..., li~), and 
(Pit .... , Pi,) in N ~, with all lij andpij positive; (d a ,..., dim) in N~; and (z a .... , zt(m+a~) 
q 
in N m+l such that V = ~)i=1 Vi ,  where each Vi is as in Theorem 4.1. For each i, 
1 ~ i ~ q, let 
U, = {a~ 't+~lqt ''" a~ '"+k"z" in U[ (k~ ,..., k,) in N"}. 
Since V is infinite, at least one of the Vt, say Vt is infinite. Now -1 , ~<b 1..... b~> maps 
each (n t ,..., n~) in N '~ onto a unique word in bx* "'" bin*. Thus ~g'((U, c~, l~)) is infinite 
and consequently Ut is infinite. Let ci = cu , [~ = Iti , fii = Ptt , ~lj = dt~ , and 
5k = ztk for all i, j, and k, where ct = (ca ,... , ctn ). Clearly U s is infinite if and only if 
the system (1) has infinitely many solutions (k 1 .... , kn, x), x >/ I, in N n+l. By the 
definition of V,, each such solution (k 1 .... , k~, x) gives rise to a word in V, (in the 
obvious manner), hence in V. Thus there exists a nonnegative integer y such that 
(k 1 ,..., k~, x, y) is a solution of (1) and (2). Hence there are infinitely many solutions 
(k t ,..., k~, x, y) of (1) and (2) in N ~+2. This, by (a), proves (b). 
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Now suppose one of Pl and P2 is nonzero. Let p = max{px, p,} + I, f i ' (x) = 
f i (x  + p), 1 <~ i <~ n, andg/(x)  = g~(x + p), 1 <~ j <~ m. Thenf i '  andg/are  strictly 
increasing on N. Let U '= (a~x 'c*~ . . . .  un&'~>'/ and V' = \~1/~g1"{~)'" b~,,'{x~). Then 
U' =: U -- U" and V' = V - -  V" for some finite sets U" and V". Clearly ~ is not in 
U' t0 V'. By Proposition 2.2, V' is in ~'(U')  [a~(U')]. By the first part of the proof 
there exist nonnegative integers ei, positive integers l~, positive [nonnegative] integers 
Pi ,  1 ~ i~n,  and nonnegative integers dj and z i ,  1 ~ j~<m,  1 =--z a <""  < 
Zr~+, = n + 1, such that the Diophantine system 
(i) g, + k~[~ = k ' (x ) ,  1 <~ i <~ n, 
Zi ! 1 - I  
(ii) d, + ~] k,p, =g, ' (y ) ,  
8=Zj 
I ~ j~m,  
satisfies (a) and (b). It is readily seen that to each solution (k 1 ,..., k , ,  x', y') of (i) and 
(ii), with x', y'  ~ p, there corresponds a solution (k 1 ,..., k , ,  x' -- p, y'  -- p) of 
(1) g~ + k~[i = f~(x), 1 ~ i ~ n, 
Z~+I--1 
(21 //~' + 2 k~p-~ =gs(Y), 
3=Z i 
1 ~j~m.  
Clearly (a) and (b) of Lemma 4.2 hold. Hence the proof is complete. 
Using Lemma 4.2, we now establish our major result for languages U and V, each 
of the form ~as . . . .  &c~l\ un ~o ~ 
THEOREM 4.2. Let U = (a*? cxl .-. a*,,lxl)o ~ and V = (b~1~x) ... h~,,~)'~ with V in 
~(U)  [av(U)]. Then there exist a set Q c { 1,..., n} [Q -= ~ ] and integers z l  ,..., z,,+l , 
1 = z 1 < "" < z,,  ~1 = = n + 1, with the following two properties. 
(i) Qi =={s]& <~s <Zi+l , snot inQ} 4= e fora l l i ,  I <~i<~m.  
(ii) There exist real numbers tj and positive real numbers t~,  1 <~ j <~ m and s 
in Qj , such that for every m-ary-real-valued functionS F(xa ,..., x,~), 
l imF(g l (x  )..... g,.(x)) = l imF (t I + ~ t,sf,~(x),...,t,~ + ~ tmsfs(x)), 
ol On, 
i f  both limits exist. 
5 An m-ary real-valued function F is a partial function mapping m-tuples of real numbers into 
real numbers. 
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Proof. Since V is in o~(U) [~-(U)], by (b) of Lemma 4.2, the Diophantine system 
(1) c~ + kfli -= f~(x), 1 ~ i <~ n, 
Zj+l--1 
(2) dj + ~ ksp s = g~(y), 1 < j  < m, 
8=Zj 
has infinitely many solutions (k a ,..., k n , x, y) in N n+~ for some nonnegative integers 
ci,  l i ,  P i ,  d j ,  with l, > 0 [andpi > 0], and 1 = z~ < -" < z,~+l = n + 1. By (a) 
of Lemrna 4.2, for each x in N there exists at most one (n + 2)-tuple (k 1 ,..., kn ,  x, y) 
in N ~+2, which is a solution of (1) and (2). Let A be the set of all x in N for which a 
solution (k~(x),..., k,(x),  x, y(x)) of (1) and (2) in N "+e exists. Since the system (1) and 
(2) has infinitely many solutions, A is infinite. By (b) of Lemma 4.2, the set o fy  which 
occurs in some solution is infinite. Since each gj is strictly increasing, for eachj  there 
exists s~., z~. ~ sj < z~+t, such that p~ > 0. Let Q = {i [p~ = 0}. Then (i) clearly 
holds. 
Consider (ii). Let tj = dj - -  ~o j  (c, pdl~) and tj~ ---- p,/l~ for all j, 1 ~ j  ~< m, and all 
s in Q~-. Let F(x  1 ,..., x~) be an m-ary real-valued function such that 
l im F( gl(x),... , gin(x)) 
and lim~_** F(q  -t- ~o  I tlsfs(x),..., tm -~- ~0, ,  t*nsfs(X)) exist. Due to the fact that h > 0 
andfi  is strictly increasing, 
lim ki(x) = lim f i (x) - -  ci 
x lnA  x inA 
- -  - -  0 9  
for all i. This and the fact that Qj ~= ~ imply that 
for al l j  and consequently 
Then 
lim gj(y(x)) = oo 
X--~cO 
x inA  
lim y(x) = oo. 
xooo 
x inA 
lim F(gl(y), . . .  , g~(y)) 
= lim F(gty(x) )  ..... g, ly(x)))  
x~m 
x inA  
= 12mF( 1 +Zk (x)p ...... + Xks(x)p,) 
x inA O1 O,n 
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lira F (d I -~- ~ fs(x) - CS fs(X) - C s ) 
xmA O~ 1. p ..... ,dm + ~ 1, Ps 
= lim F (dl -- ~"  l, + X~'. *f*(x)'''''Ois din-- ~ c'PSl, + E ~ f,(x)) 
= ~7~'~ ~ (', + x t,,/,(x),, , .  + x t.,sxx)) 
xinA 0i 0,t 
= ii2: (t, + x ,,.ixx) ..... ,~ + x t~.s.(x)), 
Oi O,n 
since the last limit exists. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Let U : (~g~) ... a~-(~)>o~ and V := (b~ (~) ... b~?C~)),~  with V in 
~ Then there exist real numbers t~ and positive real numbers t/,  1 <. j <~ n, such 
that for every n-ary real-valaed function F(x 1 .... , xn), 
Iim F(gl(x ) ..... g,(x)) = lira F(t 1 + tl%(x )..... t ,  + t,'f~(x)), 
i f  both limits exist. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 for n : m. 
We shall now exhibit three consequences of the above theorem; each is then applied 
to at least one example. 
Tm~OREM 4.3. Let U = (a~l[~> ... a~,(~))o~ and V : (b~, (~ ... b~,~(~)o, , with V in 
~(U)  [~'(U)] .  Then there exist a set Q C__ {1 .... , n} [O : ~4] and integers z1 .... , zm+l , 
! = z l  < "'" < zm+t := n + l, with the following two properties. 
(i) Q i=(s [z~<s<zt+x,snot inQ}4= ~, fo r  1 ~<i~m.  
(ii) For all integers i and j, 1 <~ i, j <~ m, and for all positive real numbers k and 
l the following holds. Suppose there exist a largest element6A ' of{f8 [ s in Q~} and a largest 
element A'  of {A ] s in Q~}. Then 
(*) i~m [(g,(x))~/(,~,~(x))'] > o 
i f  and only if  
l im (f/(x))k . . . .  >0 ,  
if both limits exist. 
The function f i ,  1 < i < q, is a largest element of {f, ] 1 < s < q} if lim~.~o(fi(x)/f~(x)) 
exists and is nonzero for all j, 1 < j < q. 
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{1,...,n s ,z l  .... ,z , ,+l , t  a .... , t , , ,andt j , ,  1 ~<j~<mands inQ~,  Proof. Let Q :- 
be as guaranteed by Theorem 4.2. Let i and j  be in {1 .... , m} and let k and l be positive 
real numbers. Let F(x~ ,..., xm) = x~k/x~ .Supposefi'(x),f/(x), limx_,~ [(g,(x))~/(gj(x))~], 
and limz_,o~ [(/;(~))~/(h'(x))q exist. Then 
(t, + y t.f, ..... + to,f, lx)) 
01 0,~ 
= ,,m [(,, + z + z 
O~ Oj 
lim (f((x))e [lim ( t, f~(x) ) ]k / [ .  ( t~ f~(x) ~1' = 9 ~ hm =-,oo ( i f (x)) '  ~=-,~ ~ + X t,, + Z t,, o, f, Cx) "~ ~ o, f,-ff~:J 
= P- l i ra  (f/(x))e 
q ~ ( f / (x ) ) , '  
for appropriate positive real numbers p and q. Hence lim=_,~ F(t x + ~o~ taJs(x),..., 
tm+ 2~o,, t,~fs(x)) exists. By Theorem 4.2, 
t k t l lim [(g,(x))k/(gj(x)) z] = (p/q) lim [(fi (x))/(f~ (x)) ], 
X-~ ~o 
and (*) follows. 
COROLLARY. Let U = (a hr ""a/,r x and V = (b~tr :o,, with V 
in ~'(U). Then for every pair of integers i, j, 1 <~ i, j ~ n, and for all positive real 
numbers k and l 
_ _  [f,(x)]~ lim [gi(x)]~ > 0 i f  and only if firn [h(x)] ~ > 0, ,~,~ [g;(~)]'  
if both limits exist. 
Proof. Since zi = i, 1 ~ i ~< n, Q = ~ in Theorem 4.3 (i). Then fi'(x) = fi(x) 
and the result follows from (ii) of Theorem 4.3. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let U = (a~3~a~a~a~ ) and V = (b~**b]aX). Suppose V is in #-(U). 
Using Theorem 4.3, Q -~ ~ and there are only two possible choices for z i ,  z~, 
and z 3 : 
(a) z 1 : -  1, z 2 =2,  and z 8=4.  Then ft'(x) :=2  ~ and f2'(x) =2 2~. For 
k=4,  l=3 ,  i=2 ,  and j=  1, 
lim [gi(x)]k r~3=1~ [22=]4 -- lim ~ i~ = 1 and lim [f/(x)lk --  lim -- O. 
,,,~o [gXx) ] '  x-,~ [21  x~,  [ f / (x ) ] '  ,,-,~ 
Thus (*) of Theorem 4.3 does not hold. 
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(b) z 1 ~ 1; z o - -  3, and  z 3 - 4. Thenf1 ' (x  ) = 2 3x andf2 ' (x  ) -= 2 x. For  k = 4, 
l = 3, i =: 2, and  j = 1, 
[g,(s)l" r)~.~, - -  l ira [_2_1_ = 0. . . , :  ,~ - - l i ra  _L -~_  = 1 and  t im [k'~ (x)]k ,4  
l im ~ .4+:0 [24x] a + [f~-.,(~i x-+~ [2ax] a 
Thus  (*) of  Theorem4.3  does not  hold.  Hence  V is not  in  o~-(U). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Le f t  U - - \~l/"~'L'=~l~ 3m'~, lo and  V = (b~l~ . Suppose  V is in 
,~(U) .  Us ing  Theorem 4.3, one  has  on ly  two  poss ib le  choices for  z x , z~,  and  z3,  
and  in each case on ly  th ree  poss ib le  choices  for a set  Q:  
(1) z[ ..... 1, z 2 - 2, and  z a = 4. 
(a) Q =- ~.  Thenf~' (x )  = x = andK(x)  - -  x 21ogx .  For j  : :  2 and  i = l = 
k := l ,  
l im (g~(x))k : l im x logx  x = . . . . .  oo and  lira -(k'(x))k - -  l im - -  - -  0. 
~ (g~(x)y , , -  . x~ ( f / (x ) ) '  ~ x~ log x 
Thus  (*) of  Theorem 4.3 does not  hold.  
(b) Q = {2}. Then  fx'(x) = x 2 andfa ' (x )  -= x. For  k = i = 1 and  l =- j  = 2, 
l im (gi(x))k l ira x log x x 2 x -(-go{x-S} T -= ,-+~ (x)" - -  0 and  l im (fi'(x))~ - -  l im = 1. 
Thus  (*) of  Theorem 4.3 does not  ho ld .  
(c) Q = {3}. Thenf ( (x )  = x 2 andf ( (x )  = x 2 logx .  As  in  case (1)(a), (*) of  
Theorem 4.3 does not  hold.  
(2 )  "~1 = 1,  z z "-- 3, and  z a = 4 .  
(a) Q : :  ca. Thenf~' (x )  = x 21ogx  andfz ' (x )  = x. For  k = i = 1 and  l = 
j=2,  
l im (gi(x))~' -- l i ra x log x x z log x (g~(x))~ (x)2 - -  0 and  l im ( f / ' (x))k - -  l i m - -  - -  oo. 
. . . . . . . . . .  ( f / (x ) ) ,  ~ (x)~ 
Thus  (*) of  Theorem 4.3 does not  ho ld .  
(b)  O={1}.  Then  f l ' (x )=x=logx  and f2'(x)  = x. As  in  case (2)(a), (*) o f  
Theorem 4.3 does not  hold.  
(c) Q = {2}. Then  f l ' (x )= x 2 and  fz ' (X )= x. As  in case (1)(b),  (*)  o f  
Theorem 4.3 does not  hold.  
Hence  /~x loz~ x\  is not  in ~[/~*2"xZ l~ ~\ x.u1 e'2 /10 "~ \ \ t * l  ~2 ~3 /101" 
7 I f  a rea l -va lued funct ion  f~ is wr i t ten  in (a{x ~=~ "- a~=C~J)p, it is in terpreted  as funct ion f ,  
f rom N into N,  wheref~(x)  is the integral  par t  of f , (x) .  In  what  fol lows log]0 is abbrev iated to log. 
By def init ion,  log x ~ 0 when x = 0. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Using a special argument it wasshown in [7] that {anba2'"ba ~ [ n ~ 1} 
is not in ~({a"ba22"ba~ba 22" ] n ~ 1} w {~}). Th is  is clearly equivalent to showing that 
(bl"b~"b3'*) is not in ~--~t/ . . . .  ~-'-,, ~,,2*-\x Using Theorem 4.3 with k = l = 1 we have 
the following. Suppose (bx~b]~"ba ~) is in n 2~" n 22- o~-((a I a  asa  4 )). Then  Q= ~ and 
there are three possible choices for z~, z 2 , z 3 , and za : 
(a) z~ ~-: 1, zz - -  2, z 3 -- 3, and z~ = 5. Then  f ; (n )  = n, f~'(n) = 22", and 
fs'(n) =2 2" . For i=  1 and j=3,  
l im g~(n) = l im n_ =- 1 and l im f / (n)_ = l im n_~ = 0.  
. . . .  g j(n) .~  n . - ,~ / / (n )  .~= 2"" 
Thus (*) of Theorem 4.3 does not hold. 
(b) z 1 = 1, z z = 2, z3 = 4, and z4 = 5. Then  f ( (n )  = n, f2'(n) = 2 ~", and 
fs'(n) = 2 2". As in (a), (*) of Theorem 4.3 does not hold. 
(c) z x = 1, z~ - -  3, z~ = 4, and z~ = 5. Then  f l ' (n) = 2 z', fz'(n) = n, and 
ya'(n) = 2" .  For i - -2and j  = 3, 
l im g, (n)  = l im 22" = m and  l im f / (n )  _ l im n =0.  
Thus (*) of Theorem 4.3 does not hold. 
Hence (b~nb~"b3 ") is not in .~((alna~2"aa~a~")). 
We now establish a necessary condit ion for a large class of languages 
c = (a~ '~'~ . . -<-%o,  
and 
V ~ (h g~(~) ... hg"(x)'~ 
--n 1o2 
with f i  and gi polynomials. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let U =- (a~lr . . . .  Unf"~x)\/o x and V = (b~t ~ "'" b g.~)'~. ~02 , with V 
in ~(U)  and all f i(x) and gi(x) polynomials. 
(a) I f  deg(fl) --=- deg(gi) for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n, then deg(fj)  = deg(gj) for 
all j ,  1 ~ j ~ n. (For each polynomial f (x )  = c o + qx  + "" + c~xP, with c~ =/= O, 
let deg( / )  = p.) 
(b) I f  f i (x ) ~--. cx and g~(x) = dx for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n, c, and d, then there exist 
real numbers p, r, ql .... , q~ , ql',..., qn', P and each qj positive, such that g j (px + r) : = 
q~f~(x) + q/ for each j, 1 ~ j ~ n. 
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Proof. Consider (a). Suppose the contrary. Then there exist i and j, 1 ~ i, j ~< n, 
satisfying deg(fi) -- deg(gi) and deg(f~) .~ deg(gj). Suppose deg(fj.) < deg(g~.), an 
analogous argument holding if deg(fj) > deg(gj). Note that deg(fi) >~ 1, since fi is 
strictly increasing for x >/px.  Now for k = deg(f~)/deg(f~) and l = 1, 
lim (fi(x))k ( f~(x ) ) '  - -  s and lira (g~(x))~ = O, . . . . . . . .  (g~(x))~ 
where s is an appropriate positive real number. This contradicts the Corollary to 
Theorem 4.3. Hence (a) holds. 
Consider (b). By (a), deg(gi) = deg(fj) for each j. Let j, 1 ~< j ~< n, be arbitrary, 
gj(x) = dhx h + "" q- dlX + d o and fj(x) = chx h -r "'" + qx + Co, with d h > 0 and 
c h > 0. Let t, and t,~' be real numbers guaranteed by the Corollary to Theorem 4.2. 
Let F(x 1 ,..., x.) == (l/xl)(x~ --gj(xi/d)). Clearly limx.~ F(g1(x),...,g,(x)) = 0 and 
lira F(t 1 + till(x),..., t,~ + t,'f,(x)) 
= lx!m [1/(t, 4- t,'cx)]{tj + tiff(x) --gj[(t, + ti'cx)/d]} 
= lira [a/(t, + t,'cx)](t,%(x) --  g,(px - r)) 
exists, with p = t{c/d > 0 and r = tdd. By the Corollary to Theorem 4.2, 
lira F(t 1 + t,%(x),..., t,  + t,'f,(x)) = lim F(gt(x )..... g,(x)) = O. 
This implies that deg(tj[fj(x) --  gj(px + r)) < I. Thus gj(px + r) = t/~.(x) + q/ for  
some real number qj. The theorem then holds with qj = t/. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let U ~ x3+~ ,s+z2 /l, ~t,~3+~3+,k~+5~x\ = (a 1 a z a 8 ) and V = \~1 v2 s /. Suppose 
V is in .~(U). By (b) of Theorem 4.4, there exist real numbers p and r, p :> 0, such 
that 
(1) (px + r) 3 -+- (px -{- r) 2 -~ (px -~- r) = q2(x 3 -J- x) -[- q2' and 
(2) (px+r)  3+5(px+r)  2+(px+r)  =q3(x 3-f -x 2) +q3 '  for some real 
numbers q2, q2', q3, and q3', with q2 and q8 positive. Comparing coefficients of x ~ in (1) 
yields r == - - t .  Comparing coefficients of x in (2) (with r = ---}) yields p = 0, a 
contradiction. Thus V is not in ,~#(U). 
Examples 4.1~.4 indicate that Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 can be used to show that V 
is not in ,~-(U) [.r for a wide class of languages 
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and 
~.ho,(,) ... b~,4")>o .V=N~I 
The following example illustrates the fact that Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 fail in some cases 
of interest. 
EXAMPLr 4.5. Let U = <a(X-X?b ~') and V = <a~2b"). Then 
and 
lim {(x -- 1)2] k [x~] k, ,~ {x2] , > 0 if and only if lxim ~ > 0, 
lim [(x + l)'a] ~ ~> 0 if and only if lira ~ jT  > 0. 
Thus the necessary condition of Theorem 4.3 (actually its Corollary) and that of (a) 
of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied. The condition (b) of Theorem 4.4 is not applicable. 
Nevertheless, it will be shown shortly that V is not in o~(U). 
To cover cases similar to that of the above example we establish the following 
theorem. 
THEO~M 4.5. Let U = (af* Ixl "-" a~,,(~})o, and V =: <b~* (x) "" b~"c~)o ' , with V in 
~(U)  [~(U)] .  Then there exist a set Q _c {I,..., n} [Q : ~]  and integers z 1 .... , Zm+x, 
1 = zl  < "'" < z, ,  ~1 = n + 1, with the following two properties. 
(i) Q~ = {s l z~ ~ s < z~+x, s not in Q} =/= ca for 1 <~ i <~ m. 
(ii) Let i in {1,..., m} and real numbers ql ,..., qm , 1, 1 > O, be such that 
(a) there exists a largest element f i '  of {f~ [ s in Qi}, 
(b) l im~ [(~'-1 q~g~(x))/(gi(x)) z] exists, and 
n t l (c) l im~ [(Z,=I r~f~(x))/(fi (x)) ] exists for all real numbers r, which satisfy 
sgn(r,) := sgn(qj) for all s in Qj ,  1 <~ j <~ m, and r~ = 0 for all s in Q. 
(For all real numbers x, sgn(x) is - -1,  0 or 1 i f  x < O, x - -  O, or x > O, 
respectively.) 
Then there exist real numbers v 1 ..... v ,  (sgn(%) = sgn(qj) for  all s in Q~, 
1 ~ j <~ m, and v~ - 0 for s in Q)for  which 
lim (x g,(x)) t = lim v~ x 'x))  r . 
x * :~ .-r :~  
Proof. LetQ_C{I ..... n},z x ..... z,,+l, t i , . . . , tm,andt j~,  1 ~<j~<mands inQj ,  
m be as guaranteed by Theorem 4.2. Let F(x  x ,..., x,,,) = (1 Ix, ') Z~=I q~x~. 
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Then 
l imF  (t, -= ~. ti,,i.(x ) ..... t,,, =- ~. t.,,.fs(x)) 
01 Qm 
= lim qjts q- ~ ~ qfl~f~(x) (f~ (x)) + ~ r ] J 
. . . .  ~=~ o, ~- -  t f '  (~) o, ~ ' ,  , 
- -  l im q~ts x ~- l im qdj~f~(x k(f[(x))  l
x ~ x~eo QJ 
= lim v~ x x , 
x~oo 
where k > 0 is an appropriate real number,  % : 0, for s in Q, and % : qflsdk for s 
in Q j ,  1 ~ j ~ m. Since all G > 0 (s in Q~), sgn (%) : sgn(q~) for all s in Q j .  By (c), 
the last l imit exists. By (b) and Theorem 4.2, 
l im qjgj x i x  ~ : l im vs x ' x l , 
and the theorem holds. 
EXAMPLE4.5. (continued). Using Theorem 4.5, Q = ;3, z 1 = l, z 2 = 2, and 
z 3 = 3. Let q~ = 1, q~ = - -1,  i = 2, and l = 89 Clearly (a), (b), and (c) of (ii) of 
Theorem 4.5 hold. However, 
and 
)~2 __  X2  
lira gx(x) --g2(x) _ lim - -  - -  0 
x>~ (g~(~)), /~ ~ [~]1/~ 
l im r i l l (x)  + vJ2(x) := lim vl(x + 1)2 -4- v~x 2 :/: 0 
for every choice of nonzero real numbers  v1 and v2. Thus  V is not in ~-  (U). 
It  is known that if .~  is a family of languages closed under  reversal s, then .~t'(.~9~ 
[d't~(58), ,~'(Av), and .~(.~v)] is closed under  reversal [3]. Hence Jt'(L), [~(L ) ,  .~'(L), 
s The  reversal of  the  word  w ~ Xx ""  x . ,  n > 0, each  x~ in Z', is the  word  w R = x .  "-" xa 9 
The  reversa l  o f  the  language L is the  language L R ~ {w ~ [ w in L}. Note  that  eR _. ~. 
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and .~(L)] is closed under reversal if and only if L a is in Jt/(r), [,t~(L), 
o~(L), and ~(L)] .  Theorems 4.2-4.5 give us a variety of principal (semi-) AFL  not 
closed under reversal. For example Jl[((a'~bn~)), .~'((anbn'c'?)),  and ,~((aCw~l)'2bn2)). 
We conclude the section with some remarks on a possible extension of the results 
obtained. 
Remark  4.1. Let oLP be a family of languages, L := (b~ ~(*) "" bb,~7,~z))o, and let L 
be in the smallest [full](semi-) AFL  generated by .L~'. Then similarly as in the proof of 
Lemma 4.1 (replacing L 1 by L and L 2 by ~,4') it can be shown that 
L = M~(C~) to .-. u M~(U0 
for some r ~>; 1, /..q .... , U~ in &P, and ~'TI 1..... Mr E-free [arbitrary] a-transducers. 
Thus L is in ~--(ogP) [.~(s if and only i fL is in ..11"(5~') [JI2(s 
Remark 4.1 shows that Theorem 4.1 can easily be modified for the case of [full] 
AFL generated by a family of bounded languages ..go. 
From the definition of (b~x(~) -.. b g=(~)',.~ ~p we have the following. 
Remark 4.2. Let L 1 (b~ ~t~ " '  b ~"(*)' ": ,,~ /oand letL2 be an infinite subset of L 1. 
Then L 2 = (b~ "~) -'" b~m'(z)~,~ ~o for some gl',..-, g,n', and lim~.~ F(gx(x),. . . ,  gin(x)) --= 
lim .. . .  F(gl ' (x), . . . ,  g,,,'(x)) for every F such that the first limit exists. 
Remarks 4.1 and 4.2 clearly imply the following. 
Remark  4.3. Let V = (b~ ~)  " -h  g,.(*)', be in the smallest [full] (semi-) AFL  --7art Io  1 
generated by a family of languages .~4', each L in .gP being of the form 
tx(z) t,(~.)) . 
al ' "  an o2 
Then there exists U in 5e such that Theorems 4.2--4.5 hold for U and V. 
We now exhibit a family of languages ~ such that 3'~(~ a) is closed under reversal 
but .~z-(~(') is not closed under reversal. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let ~P ---- {(a'b"2), (a"'bncn3), (anab"c"')}. From the above discus- 
sion on reversal it is clear that o~'(s ~ is closed under reversal. To show that o~-(.s is 
not closed under reversal it suffices to show that V = (a~b " )  is not in o~'(~). This 
readily follows from Remark 4.3 and the fact that Theorem 4.3 does not hold for any 
UinfgP. 
5. LOOPS AND (f, /)-GUIDED LANGUAGES 
So far we have studied languages of the form (.axh(x> &(~) 9 " a n . We now turn our 
attention to a different family of languages, the distance (f, /)-guided and/-uniformly 
infinite languages, defined below. In the present section we introduce the basic defini- 
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tions and notation. We then establish seven lemmas. The first five deal with computa- 
tions and are somewhat parallel to those in Section 3. The last two lemmas are inde- 
pendent of the first five and are strictly technical results about (f, /)-guided and I -  
uniformly infinite languages. In Section 6 we use the last four of these lemmas to derive 
some necessary conditions on languages U and V, U bounded and V distance (f, I)-  
guided and/-uniformly infinite. 
We first present some notation and give the definition of distance (f, /)-guided 
languages. 
Notation. Let I be a nonempty subset of {1 .... , m}. Let I = {i 1 .... , it}, il < "" < it, 
and let ~b/<b~ ..... b,,> be the mapping from bl* -.- bin* into N r defined by 
r  ..... ~,.~(z) = (#~,l(Z) ..... #~, (~)). 
Whenever (b 1 ,,.., b,,) is understood, ~ and ~b I are used instead of ~box ..... b,,> and 
~bt<bl....b,,> - (See Section 4 for the definition of #b, and ~b<b x ..... ~,,> .) 
DEFINITION. A language L _C bl* ... bin* is said to be (f, I)-guided if 
(i) z ~ I = {il .... , it} ~ (1,. . . ,  m}; 
(ii) f :  N r ~ N is increasing and unbounded in each variableS; and 
(iii) for each (k 1 ,..., k,,) in ~b(L) and j  in {1 ..... m) - -  I, kj ~f (kq  ,..., ki,). 
L is said to be distance (f, I)-guided if, in addition, 
(iv) [ j - -  i[ ~ 2 for each jand i i n I ,  j =/= i. 
By condition (i), m ~ 2 if L _C bx* "- b,n* is (f, /)-guided. Note that by condition 
(iii) and the fact that f is increasing and unbounded in each variable, the set ~b1({w in 
L [ #bj(w) = k}) is finite for eachj  in {1,..., m} -- I and each k in N. 
The notion of a (distance)(f,/)-guided language is slightly inadequate for our 
purposes. To see this consider an arbitrary language L C bl* ... bin*. Then 
L C b1* ..- b* -- m+l 
and L is distance (f, /)-guided for f (x )  -- x and I = {m + 1}. Thus the restriction 
that the output language of an a-transducer is distance (f, /)-guided is meaningless by 
itself. In order to render the notions of (f, /)-guided and distance (f, /)-guided useful, 
the following condition will be added. 
DEFINITION. Let I =-: {il ..... i,} be a nonempty subset of {1,..., m}. A bounded 
9 A funct ion  f :  N * --* N is said to be increasing and unbounded in each variable i f  for each 
i, kr < k (  impl ies  f (h t  ..... hi ..... kr) <f(k l  ..... k ( ,  .... k,.) and for each k in N there  exist  ]~ in N 
such  that  f(0,. . . ,  0, k, 0 ..... 0) > k, k at the i - th  coordinate.  Th is  impl ies  that f (kx  ..... k~-x , 
k, h,+i .... , h,) > k for all k l  ..... ki-1 , ki+l ..... k~ in N.  
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language L C_ b 1 . . . .  b,,, ~ is said to be I-uniformly infinite if the set {(k x .... , k~) in 
~t(L)'~ each k i > t} is infinite for each t >~ 0. 
To simplify the notation we introduce the following 
Notation. For each I and m, I C {1,..., m), let/',, = {1,..., m} -- L 
EXAMPLE 5.1. 
(a) {aib ~ [ 1 ~ i ~ j)  is a distance (x, {l})-guided language. 
(b) {a~Yckt "i, k ~ 1, j, I ~ (i + k) 2) is a distance ((x -~- y)2, {1, 3})-guided 
language. 
(c) {a'Yc~'d ', i, j ~ 1, k, l ~ i +j}  is a (x-{ y, {l,2})-guided language. 
However the language is not distance (f, /)-guided for any choice o f f  and I. 
We shall frequently use the following constants in connection with an a- 
transducer _M. 
Notation. Letm 1 :max{[pr~(v) l l v inH) ,m 2 - -  [H[ ,andm 8 :max{ lS l lSa  
set of nonassociated loops in M}. 
We now turn to the lemmas on computations. The first four deal with the character 
of loops in computations of an a-transducer with a (distance)(f,/)-guided output 
language. The final result of this sequence of lemmas, Lemma 5.4, is used in Section 6. 
We start with a lemma which is used to establish the existence of a loop 7 with at 
least k occurrences in a computation ~. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L C_ ax* ... a,* and M(L) C bl* ... bin*. Let 
h l  . .  
o~ = 'UI~ 1 '/9 2 9 Upy~r~V + 1 
be a computation i standard form in 1-1 M (~ pr~l(L) and let k ~ 1 be an arbitrary integer. 
Then for each j, 1 .~ j ~ m, the following holds. I f  #b~(pr~(a)) > 3kmlmzm3, then 
there exists i, I ~ i <.~ p, such that pr2(7i ) is in b~ + and h i ~ k. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Hence there exists j, 1 ~ j ~< m, such that 
#b~(pr2(~)) > 3km~m~m3 
and for each i, 1 ~ i < p, if pr2(Ti ) is in bj +, then hi ~ k. Therefore 
#b,(pr,(~ = #b,(Vly~lv2 "'" vpY~'v~+t) = #b,(VlVz'"va-a) -[- #b,(7~ . . . .  7~") 
< (p + 1) mira z -]- #6,(71k72 ~'"'" y k) ~ (p _~_ 1) mlm a - -  pkmtm 2
~.~ mtm2(m 3 -~- 1 + mak ) <-~ mlma(m:lk + m3k + mzk) : 3kmlm2m3, 
a contradiction. 
57I[II/I-3 
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The second lemma shows that (for each "long" computation) to each letter bi, 
i in i,,,, there corresponds at least one letter aj such that all a~-loops have output in b~ +. 
It is a major step in our effort to establish Lemma 5.4. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 3~ be an a-transducer, L C_ al* "'" a~*, and M(L) C bl* ... bin*. Let 
M(L) be an (f, I)~uided language for some f and I. Then there exists an integer ~ >1. 0 
with the following property. For every computation c~ vw~vz ... h =' :  V~I~V~. 1 in standard 
form in H~t n pr~'(L), with f(~t(pr~(n)) ) ~ l~, there exists a set 
{ l ( j ) l j in i ,~,  1 ~ l(j) ~ n) 
of integers uch that 
(i) for each j in L,  , Pra(%,) is in a;ij~for some s, 1 ~ s ~ p; 
(ii) for all t and j, 1 ~ t ~ p andj  in L~ , Pr2(~t) is in b~ + if prx(),t) is in at~ ; and 
(iii) i~ < iz implies l(ix) < l(i2) for each it and i2 in ira. 
Proof. Note that every set {l(j)l 1 ~ l( j)  <~ n, j in i,,} satisfying (i) and (ii) also 
satisfies (iii). [For, all ai and b~ are distinct, L _C ax* -'- a~*, and M(L) C_ ba* ." bm*.] It 
thus suffices to show that for each computation a in standard form in 
~ n prx~(10 
for whichf(~bt(pr2(c~))) ) /~ ,  a set of integers {l(j)l 1 ~< l(j) <~ n, j  inL~} satisfying (i) 
and (ii) can be found. 
Let k be the integer guaranteed by Lemma 3.3 and let m, = 3kmtm~m z . By Leruma 
5.1, #bj(prz(a)) ~ m4 for every b~ and every computation a in standard form having no 
loop y, pr2(7) in bj +, with at least k occurrences. Let ~ be any integer greater than m 4 . 
Let c~ = vty~tv z "" v,~7~,vr+ 1 be an arbitrary computation in standard form in 
I-I,~ t n pr?l(L), with f(~bl(pr2(a)) ) ~ k. To show that a set 
{l(J)l 1 ~< l(j) ~ n, j  in L,,} 
satisfying (i) and (ii) exists for ~ it suffices to prove 
(iv) There is no j  in i,, with the following property. 
(*) For each i, 1 <~ i <~ n, and each s, 1 ~ s ~ p, for which prx(7, ) is in ai + 
andpr~(%,) is inb~ +, there exist t @sand q@jsuch  that 1 ~ t ~p,  
1 ~ q ~ m, prl(7, ) is in a~ +, and pr2(y,) is in b~*. 
For suppose (iv) holds. This can be expressed (for I ~< i <~ n, j in i , , ,  
1 ~s , t<~p,  andl  ~q ~m)  as 
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(I) --.(3j)[(V,)(Vs)((pr~(~,) in ag" A prz(z, ) in bfl) => (3t vL s)(3q =/-j)(prl(~,t) in 
al + A pr2(yt ) in bq*))]. It is easy to see that (1) is equivalent to 
(2) (Vj)(3i)(3s)[prl(ys) in ai + A pr2(ys) in b~ + A (V/ :A s) (pra(y,) in a, + :~ 
(Vq @ j) pr2(yt ) not in bq*)]. 
Clearly the statement (Vq =/: j)pr2(y, ) not in b~ ~ is mathematically equivalent o the 
statement pr2(yt) in bfl. Thus (2) is equivalent to 
(3) (Vj)(3i)(3s)[pra(~,,) in afl-Apr2(y,) in bsr A (Vt :# s)(prl(yt) in a(~ .~ 
prz(~t ) in bs-)]. 
For eachj  in i,~ let l( j) be a specific i whose existence is guaranteed by (3). The set of 
all such l( j) clearly satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Assume (iv) is false. Hence there exists an integerj in i,,~ satisfying (*). Consider the 
following statement. 
(v) For every computation of the form fl~ = Vly~v 2 ... v~y~v~+ x in 
FIu ~ pr~i(L), 
with r~ ~> 1 for each i, there exists a computation fl~ vD,~v ~ z . . . .  v~,~,V~+l for which 
pra(~) = prx(fl:), pr.2(~, ) :~ b~, "" b~j2, g~ ~ m4, and f($s(pr.,_(flo))  >~ S(~bs(pr,2(fl~))). 
This in particular implies that there exists a computation & corresponding to c~, with 
pr~(a) = pra(~), #~,(pr2(a)) ~ m, ,  and f($,(prz(C~))) >~ f(~bs(pr2(~))). Since 
f(~bt(pr2(~))) >~ ]e 
and /7 > m4, #b,(pr2(&)) < f(~bs(pr2(&)) ). This contradicts the fact that j is in i , , .  
Thus (v) is false. 
To complete the proof of the lemma we now use the assumption that (iv) is false to 
show that (v) is true. The argument is by induction on the number of indices s', 
1 ~ s' ~ p, such that (a) pr2(),,. ) is in b~-, (b) prl(z,, ) is in ai + for some i, I ~ i ~ n, 
and (c) y~, occurs at least k times in fl~. I f  there is no such s' let ft, be a computation 
obtained from fl~ by deleting all (if any) occurrences of loops Ys, 1 ~ s ~ p, with 
prl(~,s) -= E and pr2(y~) in b s t. It is readily seen that fl~ satisfies (v). Suppose ft, exists for 
each computation fl~ having at most n o distinct s', 1 ~ s' ~ p, each of which satisfies 
(a), (b), and (c). Let/3~ be a computation having exactly n o -]- 1 distinct s', 1 ~ s' ~ p, 
each of which satisfies (a), (b), and (c). Let s be the smallest such integer. Then 
prl(~,,) is in aft for some i. Since (*) holds for j, there exist t =A s and q :# j such that 
1 ~ t <~ p, 1 ~ q ~ m, prl(),t) is in ai + and pr2(7,t) is in bq*. Suppose q < j ,  an 
analogous argument holding for q > j. Then t < s, since all bf are distinct and 
M(L)  C_ bl* ... bin*, and/3~ -- wly~,w2y~w3 for appropriate w~, w2, and w a not con- 
taining any occurrence of y, or ~,s, by the definition of standard form. By (c), r~ ~> k. 
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Thus by Lemma 3.3, there exists fl~' = wiy~,'w2~,'w 3 such that 0 < r,' < k, r,' > rt ,  
and prl(]3~' ) = prx(fl~). Let pr2(/3~) = b~ "" b,~ 7, and pr2(fl~') = b~" "" bkd *' . Clearly 
k,' = kf for any i :/: q and i :/: j , kj' < kj (since pr20,s) is in bs+), and ko' >~ k, .  Sup- 
pose q is in 1,, .  Since j is also in i n ,  f(~bt(pr2(fl~'))) = f(4Jt(pr2(fl,))). Suppose q is in 
I = {i x ,..., i~}. Then q = i,, for some u, 1 ~ u ~< r. From the fact that f i s  increasing 
in each variable, f (k~ ..... k'~ ,..., k~,) = f (kq  ,..., k~._, .... k , )  >~ f (kq  .... , h, , .... k , ) .  
Thus f(r >~ f(r whether q is in 1,, or in L By construction, the 
number of indices s', 1 ~ s' ~< p, satisfying (a), (b), and (c) in/3~' is n o . Thus by 
induction, there exists /~' such that prl(/J~' ) = prx(fl,'), pr2(/~' ) = b i t " -  b~7, , with 
f(tfil(pr2(r ) ~ f(r ~ ~ m 4. Sinceprx(fl~') =prt([3~) and f(t~t(pr2(fl j)) ) 
f(~b,(pr2(fl~))), prx(fl~') = Jffrx(fl~) and f(~bl(pr2~J~')) ) >~ f(~bz(pr.,(fl~))). Then /~ =/~'  
satisfies (v) and the proof is complete. 
The above lemma states some properties of loops with output in b~ + for some j in 
i0,. The next lemma deals with those loops having output in b~ + for somej  in I. 
LE:VrMA 5.3. Let M be an a-transducer, L C_ al* ... a,~*, and M(L)  C_ bl* ... b,~*. 
Let M(L )  be an (f, I)-guided language for some f and L Then for every computation o~ in 
H M Npr~l (L ) , fo r  every j  in I, and for ever), loop ), occurring in a, pr2(y) in bs implies 
prl(9, ) ~ E. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.4 and is omitted. 
We are now in a position to prove the major lemma of this section on the character 
of loops in a computation. 
LEM,~rA 5.4. Let M be an a-transducer, L C a l*  . . .  an* , and M(L)  C bx* ... b,~*. 
Let M(L )  be distance (f, I)-guided for some f and I. Then there exists an integer k' >~ 0 
with the following property. For every computation vly~v~ " h~ o~ = "" v~)% v~+ x in standard 
form in H M r~ pr~l(L), havqng f(~bz(pr2(~)) ) >~ k' and #bflpr2(~)) >~ k' for  each j in I, 
the following holds. There exist qx .... , qm in {1,...,p} and t 1 .... , tm in {1,..., n} such that 
t x < t 2 < "'" < t m , prx(vq,) is in a + ~ , and pr2(~a,) is in bi~ for each i, 1 ~ i ~ m. 
Proof. Let/~ be the integer guaranteed by Lemma 5.2 and let 
k' -- max(/~, 3mlmzm 3 4- 1}. 
By Lemma 5.1, for every j, 1 ~<j ~< m, and for every computation czin standard form 
in/ /M n pr i a(L), if #b,(pr2(a)) > 3mlm2m3, then ~x contains two occurrences of some 
loop ),, pr2(y ) in bi ~. Let a - vff~Iv 2 "" v~v~+ 1 be a computation in standard form 
in/-/~, n pr~a(L) for whichf(r >~ h' and #b,(pr.,(o,)) >1 k' for eachj inL Then 
for each j in I there exists an integer s(j), 1 <~ s(j) ~ p, such that pro(%,(j)) is in bfl. 
By Lemma 5.3, prl(),,<j) :/- ,. For each j in I let l(j), 1 ~ l( j)  ~ n, be the integer 
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such that prl(~,,~)) is in a~) .  By Lemma 5.2 there exists a set {l(j)[j  in 1,~, 1 
l(j) <~ n) having the following property. For eachj in im there exists s(j), 1 ~ s(j) <~ p, 
such that pra(y,~)) is in a~i~) and pr~(~,,~)) is in b~ +. Furthermore, by (iii) of Lemma 
5.2, l(j) =A l(i) for i :~ j in lm; and by (ii) of Lemma 5.2, l( j) =fi l(i) for j in/,~ and 
i in 1. By assumption, I i - j i ~ 2 for i =/= j in I. Thus for each i and j in / ,  i < j, 
there exists l in ira, i < l < j. Consequently, l(i) :/= l(j) for i 4: j in 1. It readily 
follows that l(1) < l(2) < "" < l(m). Let t~ = l(i) and q~ = s(i), 1 ~ i ~ m. Then 
t x < t~ -< "" < t,~. Clearly prl(y~ ) is in a~ and prz(y~) is in b, + for all i, 1 ~< i ~ m. 
The following lemma is the last lemma on computations in this section. Together 
with Lemma 5.4 it plays an essential role in the proofs of Section 6. 
LEMIV[A 5.5. Let M be an a-transducer, L C ax* -.. as*, and M(L) C bt ~ ... b~*. Then 
there exists an integer k" with the following property. Let ~ vt),~lv 2 h = ... v~yv~v~+ , be a 
computation i  standard form in H M c~ pr~l(L) and let B(~) = {j [ Yi is an a~-loop for 
some i, 1 ~ i ~< p). Let ] B(~)I = q and let B'(a) C (1 ..... p} be a set of indices such that 
{Yj i j in B'(~)} is a set of ai-loops over q distinct letters. Then there exists a computation 
, __ wxS~lw z ... w~SnS,w~+l in/-/M n Pr11(L), all k~ >/O, such that 
(i) pr~(a') = prx(c~); 
(ii) 8~ is an ai-loop for all i, 1 ~ i <~ n; 
(iii) for each i in B(~), 8~ = ~jfor somejin B'(c0; and 
(iv) for each loop y in M and each i, 1 <~ i <~ n + 1, wi contains at most k" -- 1 
occurrences of ~. 
Proof. Let k be the integer guaranteed by Lemma 3.3 and let k" = k + 2m,. 
For each i in B(c 0 let 8i =: YJ(~), wherej(i) is in B'(~x) and YJ(i) is an ai-loop. For each 
i in {I,..., n) -- B(c~) let 8i be arbitrary ai-loop in M. (As in Lemma 3.6, we may assume 
that at least one ai-loop exists for each i.) The argument is by induction on the number 
s(~) of indices i in {1 ..... p} -- B'(a) for which h~ ~> k. 
Suppose s(~x) = 0. Let kl = hs(o for i in B(cx) and kl = 0 for i in (1 ..... n} --  B(~). 
Clearly o~ has the form ~ =, wlS~lW 2"" w~8~,w,~l and ~' = ~ satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). 
Consider (iv). Suppose a loop y in _~r occurs in we for some i. Clearly w, is of the form 
h 7t r. ' Wi = VrYrrVr-1 " ' "  Vr'Yr" Vr'~-I or of the form w i = v, for some 1 ~< r ~ r '  ~< p. 
Since no v~ contains a loop, there are just three possibilities: (a) ~, occurs in ~,~, for some 
j, r ~ j  ~ r'; (b) y consists of a terminal subword of some v~ followed by an initial 
subword of y~- ; or (c)), consists of a terminal subword of some ),~. followed by an initial 
subword of v~+~. Since s(~) = 0, h~ -< k for j, r ~< j ~< r'. Clearly y cannot occur as a 
subword of 7,~ and y~* for j  ~ l, because a is in standard form. Thus at most k --  1 
occurrences of y result in case (a). It is easy to see that at most r '  -- r q- 1 occurrences 
of ), result in each of cases (b) and (c). 
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Hence there are at most 
k - -  1 +2( r ' - - r+ l )~k- -  1 +2p<~k- -  1 +2m 3=k" -  1 
occurrences of y in w~ and (iv) holds. 
Continuing by induction suppose the lemma holds for all computations a satisfying 
s(a) ~ s. Let s(a) :=: s + 1. I f  hi ~> k and prl(Tj ) = E for somej  in {l,...,p} - -  B'(a), 
let ~ be obtained from e by deleting all of the occurrences of r~. Then prl(& ) = 
prl(a), s(&) = s, and the induction is extended. Now suppose none of the indices in 
{1,..., p} --  B'(~) is an index of a loop with 9 input. Let t be the smallest of the indices 
in {1,..., p} - -  B'(c 0 for which ht >~ k. Then prl(~t ) is in ai + for some i in B(a). Suppose 
t < j( i) ,  an analogous argument holding if t > j( i). Then ~ ht nj(,~ = uw, u27m) ua for appro- 
priate ux, u 2 , and u 3 not containing any occurrence of )'t or ),r By Lemma 3.3, there 
exists a computation & =2 uff  th'u27j.)u3~" , with pr~(&) = pr~(~), h" >~ I, and 0 < h' < k. 
Hence s(&) = s and the induction is extended. 
The next lemma exhibits a certain property of languages which are (f, / ) -guided 
and/-uni formly infinite. It is used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let L C_ bl* ... b,,* be (fi I)-guided for some f and L I l L  h i -uni formly 
infinite, then for each t >~ 0 the set R(t) = {b~ "" b~'# in L [ kf > t for each i in I} /s  
not regular. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Let I = {i I .... , it}, it < "" < i t .  Then the set 
S(t) -- {(k 1 ,..., kr) in ~b1(L)[ each ki > t} is infinite for each t and R(to) is regular for 
n 
some t o . By Theorem 1.2 of [9], R(to) = I,)i=i A aA~2"'" Ai,, for some integer n and 
nonempty regular sets A~j, with Air C_ bj* for each i andj .  Let s = iq be in I. Since 
S(t) C S(t') for t >~ t', r162 ) is infinite. Thus Aqs is infinite for some io, 1 ~< 
i 0 ~ n. Let b~l,..., b~i? be some words in Aio 1 ,..., Aio,~ respectively. Then 
b~' "" bk'z~A, bk'= L ''. bk: '' C R(to) C L. 
8- -1  $0  8 8 ~ I - -  - -  
Let k = max{ki [ 1 ~ i ~< m}. Now f is increasing and unbounded in each variable. 
Thus f(O,..., O,p, 0,..., O) > k (p in the qth coordinate) for somep >/O. Since Aq,, is 
infinite, b, ~' is in Aio ,, for some k' >~ p. Then w = b~ . . . .  hk,-.lhk'hk,, k,,, - , -1  ~ -8+I t "'" bn, is in R(to)  
and hence in L. Let s' be in -/m 9 Then 
f(~,t(w)) >/f(O ..... O, p, 0,..., O) > k >/ks , ,  
contradicting the fact that L is (f, /)-guided. 
For t = 0 the above lemma yields 
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COROLLARY. Let L C_ bl* ... bm* be (f, I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite for some 
f and I. Then L is not regular. 
In Section 4 we showed that a language <b[~ (x) -" bg~l~l> is in ~(L )  [.d(L)] if and 
only if it is in ~'(L) [.~(L)]. This enabled us essentially to consider only .~f(L) and 
~(L ) .  As we shall see, a similar result holds in most cases for languages which are 
distance (f, /)-guided and/-uniformly infinite. The key point in the argument is the 
following theorem [6]. 
THEOREM (Ginsburg and Greibach). 
containing the symbol c. Then 
~-(L u {~}) = ~r 
I l L  @ Z,  then d,~(r -- {~)) = ./g((Lc)+). 
Let L be a language over an alphabet not 
ana ~r = .d((Lc)*). 
LEM~*A 5.7. Let U ~ al* "" a,* and V C bx* .." b,,*, with Vin o~-(U) [~.(U)].Let 
V be (f, I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite for some f and I, with i,, r {1, m} # ~3 i f  
~im [ ~- 1. Then there exists an (f, I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite language T C_ V in 
(u) E.~i(u)]. 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma for ~-(U), an analogous argument holding 
for o@(U). 
By the Corollary to Lemma 5.6, V is not regular. Since V is in .~(U), U is not 
regular. Thus U # .~. Let c be a new symbol. By the above theorem of Ginsburg and 
Greibach, ~(U) =- J /((Uc) 0 if E is not in U and ~-(U) = ~((Uc)  ~) if e is in U. 
We shall assume the latter an analogous but simpler argument holding for the other 
case. Thus V = M((Uc)*) for some E-free a-transducer M- - (K ,  {a 1 ,..., a , ,  c}, 
{b 1 ,..., bm}, H, P0, F}. For each p and q in K let M w be the a-transducer (K, {a 1 ,..., 
a, , c}, {61 ..... b,,,}, H, p, {q}) and let L(p, q) = Mvr Let Q be the set of all finite 
sequences P0 ,..., Pi of states in K such that j >~ 1, pj is in F, and L(p i ,  Pi41) # ~, 
0 ~< i < j. Clearly 
(l) V =- U L(po ,Px) ""L(pj_a ,p~) u R, 
Po . . . . .  1'j J n 0 
where R == 3I({~)) is regular. 
We now establish the following. 
(2) Letp0 .... , p~ be a sequence inQ and let z, 0 <. z < j, be such thatL(p, ,P~+I) 
contains aword with an occurrence of b i for some i in L Then there is no finite sequence 
ql .... , q~ of states in Khav ingqx  :-:P~+I, q.~= P~, s )  1, and 
L(qt,qt+x) =/: ;g, 1 ~t  <s .  
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(3) Let Po,...,PJ be a sequence in Q and let z, 0 ~ z < j, be such that 
4,~,~(L(pz . p,+~)) 
is infinite for some i in 1. Then ~b~a(L(p~, P +I)) is infinite for each t in_~.  
(4) Letp0 ,...,p~ be a sequence in Q. Then there exists at most one t, 0 ~< t < j ,  
having ~b~i}(L(p,, Pt+x)) infinite for some i in I. 
Consider (2). Suppose the contrary. Let qt ,..., qk be a shortest sequence having 
ql = P~,I , qk = Pz,  and L(qt,  qt+x) :/: ~ ,  1 <~ t < k. Clearly 
L(Po , Px ) " "  L( p, , p,+x)(L(qt , qz) "'" L(qk_x , q~) L (p ,  , p,+x)) *
9 r (P,+x,  P,+2) . . .L(pj_x,  pj) C_ M((Uc)*)  = V. 
Since V C_ bl ~ ... b,~*, with all bt distinct, and L(p~ ,p,+x) contains a word with an 
occurrence of hi, L(ql ,  q2) ' "L (p ,  ,P,+I)C_bi* and it contains a non-E word b~ ~, 
s >~ 1. Let w x be inL(p  0 ,P l ) " ' L (p , ,  Pz+x) and w 2 in 
L(p~+I, P,+2) "" L(P~-t , P~). 
(w 2 is assumed to be E if z f- 2 :> j. Similarly, in analogous cases to appear.) Then 
wl(bd)* w2 C_ V. Let i 0 be in i~ .  Since s >/ 1 and f is increasing and unbounded in 
each variable, there exists l ~ 0 for which 
#b,0(WlW2) = ~" #b,o(Wlb, w~) < f(r 
This contradicts the fact that V is (f, /)-guided. Hence (2) holds. 
Consider (3). Suppose the contrary. Then there exists i0 in 1,~ and a positive integer 
s with the property that #b,0(w ) < s for each w in L(p~, P~I).  Let w 1 be in 
L(po , p~) "" L(p, -x , p..) 
and we in L(pz , l  , Pz+~) "'" L(p~_~ , pi). Then WlL(pz , p~+~) ,t; a ~ V. Since 
r  P,+I)) 
is infinite andf  is increasing and unbounded in each variable, there exists a word v in 
L(pz ,  P~+I) for which f(~bl(Wl'/)W2) ) ~> ~b,o(g./31W2) + $. Then 
#b,,(wxvw2) = #b,o(wiwz) + #%(v)  < #b,o(wlw2) + s < f(~b1(wlvw2)), 
contradicting the fact that V is (f, /)-guided. Hence (3) holds. 
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Consider (4). Suppose the contrary. Then there exist t 1 and t z , 0 ~ t x < t2 < j, 
and/1,/2 in I for which ~{ia](L(ptt , pta+a) ) and r Pq-1)) are both infinite. By 
(3), r ptt+t)) and r are both infinite for each k in ira. Let 
w x be in L(p o ,Px) ' . 'L(pq_x ,pq), w2 in L(ptt .  1 ,p t t _a ) ' "L (pq_  1 ,pq), and w z in 
L(pq+x , pq+2) ". L(pj_x , p~). Two cases arise: 
(a) [ L~ i - 1. By the hypothesis, i , ~= {1} or im = {m}. Assume the former, 
an analogous argument holding if the latter. Now L(pq,  Pq+l) contains a 
word vz with an occurrence of b 1 and L(pq,  Ptx+l) contains a word v 1 with 
an occurrence of bit. Since i t is in 1, i 1 > 1. But wlvlw~v2w3 is in V, 
contradicting the fact that V C bl* --. b,,*. 
(b) !im [ > 1. Thus there exist Jl and A in ira, Jt < J2- By (3), L(pq,  ptt+l) 
contains a word v x with an occurrence of b G and L(pq,  Pt,+l) contains a 
word v 2 with an occurrence of bja . But wlvaw2v2w s is in V, contradicting 
the fact that V_C bl* ... bin*. Thus (4) holds. 
A sequence of states qt ,-.., qk is said to be a cycle, if ql = q~ and k >~ 2. A sequence 
P0 .... , ps in Q is said to contain a cycle, if Pi = Pk for some i and k, 0 <~ i < k ~ j. 
By (2), 
(5) I f  a sequence P0 ,.-., PJ in Q contains a cycle Pi, Pi+l ,..., Pk, then no word in 
L(Pi, Pi+l) "'" L(P~-t, Pk) contains an occurrence of a letter b~, t in I. 
Let 
Q' =: {p0 ,..., p~ in Q I pi 4 Pk for i v~ k}. 
By (5), 
~'o /Jj i12 0 
=: Cz t U L(po , p~) ... L(pj_~ , PJ)I" 
' , . . . .  . -  , 
By (6), (1), Lemma 5.6, and the fact that V is/-uniformly infinite, 
(7) 
~"o ..,~jin O' I 
is infinite for each t ~ 0. Since K is finite, Q' is finite. Thus by (4) and (7), 
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(8) There exist a sequence Po ,-.-, P~ in Q' and an integer z, 0 ~ z < j, having 
{(kl .... , kr) in ~bl(L(pz, P,+I) ) [  each ki > t} infinite for each t 1> 0. By (3), 
is infinite for each k in i~ .  Since VC_ bx* ... b,,,*, L(p o ,Pa) ""L(pz-1 ,P,) C_ bl* and 
L(p,+a , p~+~) ." L(pj_x , p~) C b,~*. Let w I and w~ be words inL(p0, pa) ""L(p,_l , p,) 
and L(p z~1, Pz+z) ""L(ps-1, Pj), respectively. Since WlL(p~, P,--a) w2 C V and V is 
(f, /)-guided, wxL(p,, P~+a) w2 is (f, /)-guided. By definition, L(p, ,  P,+a) is in dc'(Uc). 
Thus L(p , ,  P~,I) is in tit'(U). It readily follows that wiL(pz ,P2+x)w2 is in ~r 
By (8), wxL(p,, P,r is/-uniformly infinite. Hence T = zolL(p~, P,+I)w2 satisfies 
the lemma and the proof is complete. 
Remark. In case  V is distance (f, /)-guided, the condition L,, t~ {1, rn} =# ~ if 
] ]., = 1 is equivalent to the condition that if m =-- 3 then I :/: {1, 3}. 
We conclude the section by pointing out that, in general, Lemma 5.7 does not hold in 
the case I i,. I ~ 1 and t,. n {1, m} = ~.  
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let U =- {alia2 i ] i >~ 1} and V = {blib2~b3 k ] i, k ~ 1, j >~ i + k}. 
For f(x,  y) -= x + y and I -{1 ,  3}, V is the distance (f, /)-guided and/-uniformly 
infinite. It is easy to see thatL  1 : :  {blib2 j [j >~ i >~ 1} andL2 -- {b2ib3~]i >~j >~ 1} 
are both in ~gg(U). Since V = L1L2, V is in 5~'(U). It will be shown shortly (Corollary 
of Theorem 6.1) that if L _Cbl* '-' b,,* is a distance (f, I)-guided and /-uniformly 
infinite language in ,f/(U), then m ~< 2. Thus no distance (f, /)-guided and/ -un i -  
formly infinite language T_C V exists in tit'(U). Hence Lemma 5.7 does not hold in 
this case. 
6. NECESSARY CONDITIONS ON ( f  , /)-GUIDED AND 
/-UNIFORMLY INFINITE LANGUAGES 
In the present section we employ the lemmas and notation of the previous section 
to establish some necessary conditions on U and V, V distance (f, /)-guided and 
/-uniformly infinite and U bounded, in order that V be in tit'(U), d'](U), .~'(U), or 
.:~(U). The principal results are Theorems 6.1 and 6.3. Their consequences, Theorems 
6.2 and 6.4, respectively, are of a more practical nature. 
We now turn to the first theorem. The basic underlying idea here (as well as for 
Theorem 6.3) is the following. I f  V = M(U) andL is a subset of U, chosen so that M 
has an output for an infinite number of words in L, then there exists a corresponding 
subset L'  of V which is obtained fromL using computations of the type ~' described in 
Lemma 5.5. More precisely we have 
Notation. Let 1 ~ m <~ n, c = (q  .... , c,) and l = (l 1 ,..., In) be in N n, and 
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z=(z  1 ..... zm+x) in N,,,~.1, with 1 :=z l  <zs<""  <z , ,~ l  =n- i -  1. 
L C al ~ ... a,*, let 
I c~+kx' . . . .  a c"+k"z" is in L, hi >~ 0 for each i, .~(L ,  c, l, z) = (k 1 ,..., k , )  [ a 1 ,, 
Z~+l--1 
and ~ k~ >~ 1 foreachj ,  l ~<j~m I. 
8:~zj / 
(Compare with .r c, l) in Section 4.) 
For 
'i'Hro~t~t 6.1. Let U C a 1 .  . . .  an*  , V C bl* "" bin*, and let V be in .~r [o~-(U)]. 
Let V be distance ( f  , I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite for some f and I [and let I # {1, 3} 
i f  m = 3]. Then for each subset L C U with the property that U -- R is regular for every 
regular set R containing L, there exist n-tuples c = (c a ,..., c,), l = (l x ,..., l,), p = 
(Px .... ,p,)  in N",  an m-tuple d=(d  1 .... ,d,,) in N' ,  and an (m+l ) - tup le  z= 
(zl ,..., zm,~) in N "+1 satisfying the following. 
(i) 1 =z  x <""  <z , ,+ l  =n+l ;  
(ii) P i>0and l~>0,  I <~ i ~ n; 
(iii) a~l ... a~. is in L; 
(iv) bg~'" b,a,? is in V; 
(v) ,U(L,  c, l, z) is infinite; and 
- - zz+lk  " , , S ~x'n+a-1 (vi) {(d 1 q- Z~=z~ ,P~ ... dm q- ,..,_~, k,p,)l kx .... , k , )  in JV'(L, c, l, z)} C ~b(V). 
Proof. Suppose V is in ../[(U). Then there exists an ~-free a-transducer M, with 
M(U)  = V. Let I = {i x ,..., it} andL C U satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. 
For each t ) 0 let 
S(t) = {(kr ..... k~) in t~,(pr2(FIM npr?~(Z))) l  each k, > t}. 
Then 
(1) S(t) is infinite for each t >~ 0. 
For, suppose the contrary. Then S(t) --: ~ for some t ~ 0. The set 
R(t) .... {b~ t ''" bk" i k~ > t for all j in 1) 
is clearly regular. Thus pr~a(R(t)) n/L , ,  and R'(t) := pra(pr~a(R(t)) n 17M) are both 
regular. R'(t) is the set of all inputs for which there is at least one computation 
with an output in R(t). There may be some words in L on which M "blocks." It is 
convenient to eliminate these words. Let/5 = pr~(HM t3pr~(L) )  and 
t~ -- a 1. "" a~* --  prl(HM). 
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Since S(t) == Z, /~ C J~, where I~ = al* .." a,* -- R'(t) is the regular set of all 
inputs for which there is no computation with an output in R(t). Clearly L _C _R t) J~ 
and, by the assumption on L, U --  (/~ u .~) is regular. It  easily follows that the set 
pr2(H M t~ pr[l( U -- (if, ~3 ~))) n R(t) = {b~  "" b ~".,. in V ,I k s > t for each j in I} 
is regular. By Lemma 5.6, this contradicts the fact that V is/-uniformly infinite. 
For each t ~> 0 let A(t) be the set of all computations e in standard form 
in I1M n pr-~t(L), with #b,(pr~(a)) > t for each j in L Then A(t) is infinite by (1). 
Furthermore, 
(2) The set prl(A(t)) is infinite for each t >~ 0. 
For, suppose pr~(d(to) ) is finite for some t o ~> 0. Since pq(A(tl) Cpq(A(t2)  for 
t~ .~ t.,, pq(A( t ) )= Z for some t ~> 0. By Lemma 3.2, every computation in 
HM n pr71(U) can be replaced by a computation in standard form having the same 
input and output. Hence L C R ~3/~. As above, this yields a contradiction of the fact 
that V is/-uniformly infinite. 
Let W be the set of all subwords w of words in H~f such that w does not contain a 
loop, prl(w ) is in at* "" an*, and pr2(w ) is in ba* "'" bin*. Clearly W is finite. Let Q be 
the set of all loops in M. As noted in Section 3, Q is finite. Let 
~rrt,$ 
Q' = U WeQteWeQ2eW"" WeQ~eW~3 W, 
p=l  
where Qi = Q for each i and e is a new symbol. Then Q' is finite. Let k' be the integer 
guaranteed by Lemma 5.4. Let j0 be an integer such that j0 >~ k' andf( j0 ,.-.,J0) ~> k'. 
Since f is increasing and unbounded in each variable, J0 exists. For each 
o~ --- w~te~ew~2 ... w~)e~)w~)+~)  in Q' 
and each t ~> 0, let 
Q(~ = {%tYff~%~ "" %,,,~,7~gi:',%,r,~,+u [ each k~. > 1) n A(jo) 
and 
S(~, t) = {(k 1 .... , kr) in ~t(pr2(Q(a)))] each ki > t}. 
Clearly A(jo):= U,,ino' Q(a). Then 
(3) There exists fl in Q' for whichprl(Q(fl) ) is infinite and the set S(fl, t) is infinite 
for each t ~ 0. 
For, suppose the contrary. From the definition of A(jo) , ~bt(pr2(A(jo))) = S(jo). By (l), 
S(jo) is infinite. Thus r is infinite. Since Q' is finite, there exists fl0 in Q' 
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for which S(/3o, t) is infinite for each t >/0. Since (3) is assumed to be false, pri(Q(/3)) 
is finite for each/3 in Q' having S(/3, t) infinite for each t >/0. Let t o /> J0 be an integer 
with the property that if S(/3, to) :/= ~ then S(/3, t) is infinite for each t >/0. Clearly 
t o exists. [For, if S(/3, t) is finite for some t, then there exists t(/3) satisfying 
s(/3, t(/3)) = ~.  
Let t o -- max({t(/3)i/3 in Q', S(fl, t) finite for some t) u {Jo}). Since Q' is finite, t o 
exists.] Since t o >~ Jo , A(to) C A(jo). Thus 
Then 
A(to) C_ (3 Q(fl)" 
S(B,to}~- 
Bin O' 
prl(.~(to) ) C pr I ( U Q(/3)) 
S(B,to)~ ;g 
/3 in O' 
is finite, contradicting (2). Hence (3) holds. 
Let /3 =: waxeya~ew~2 . . '  w~,<B)eyB,c r  be in Q' and let/3 satisfy (3). By 
Lemma 5.4 there exist q~ ,..., qm in {1,...,p(fl)} and tx .... ,tm in {1,..., n}, ta < t 2 < "" < 
t,,, such that pri(yq~ ) is in a~ and pr2(yq, ) is in bi + for each i, 1 ~< i ~< m. Let B(/3) = 
{jIprxb'3 in aj- for some i, 1 ~< i ~< p(/3)}. Clearly {t 1 ,..., t,,} C B~).  Let q = '. B(fl)[. 
Let B'(/3) --- {i t ..... iq} C{1,...,p(/3)} be any set such that (e 0 {ql ,..., q,,) C__ B'(/3), 
(/3) prl(y~ ) v6 c for each j in B'(/3), and (y) ~//, and y/, have input over distinct letters 
for all r va t in B'(/3). 
We shall apply Lemma 5.5 to computations inQ(/3). Let k" be the integer guaranteed 
by Lemma 5.5. Let W' be the set of all subwords w of words in/-/M such that w contains 
at most k" -- 1 occurrences of each loop in M, prl(w ) is in ai* ".- an*, and pr2(w ) is in 
bi* "" bin*. Obviously W' is finite. Let c be a new symbol and let 
W" -- W'cQlcW'cQocW' "" W' cQncW', 
where for each i, Qi is the set of all ai-loops in M. (As in Lemma 3.6, we may assume 
that at least one a~-loop exists for each i.) Since W' and all Q~ are finite, W" is finite. 
For each v --- w~xcS~tcw~,, "'" w~c3~ncwv(,+x ) in W" and each t >~ 0 let 
and 
P(v) -- {w,t3~[wvz ' "  W ~:n~Wv(n+l) I all k i >~ 0} ~ pr~(r )  n 17 M 
S'(v, t) -- ((k 1 ,..., kr) in ~h,(pra(P(v)))] each ki > t). 
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By Lemma 5.5, for each computat ion o0 in Q(fl) there exists v in W" and ~o' in P(v) 
satisfying prl(w' ) = prl(co ). Since S(fl, t) is infinite for each t >~ 0 and W" is finite, 
(4) There exists u in W" having S'(u, t) infinite for each t ) 0. 
Since pra(3,~ ) 4= e, 1 ~ i ~ n, (4) impl ies  prl(P(u))is infinite. 
Let  g the mapping from N '~ onto the set of computat ions 
{w~3~iw2 "" z%8~'~w,,~+~)!each k i ) 0} 
defined byg( (k  1 ,..., k,)) k~ , .. k, = w~18 xW~2 9 wu~B~w~(,+a). The function g is one-to-one 
since the 8,~ are nonassociated. The set P(u) is infinite, because prl(P(u)) is infinite. 
Thus  the set of n-tuples g--l(P(u)) is infinite. Let  -~ be the partial ordering on N '~ 
defined by (k 1 ,..., k,)  ~ (kx',..., k~') if ki < ki' for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n. Then  the set of 
min imal  elements ofg-l(P(u)) is finite [15]. This  and the fact that S'(u, t) is infinite for 
each t ~ 0 imply that there exists an infinite chain Z in g l(P(u)), with S"(t) infinite 
for each t ~ 0, where 
S"(t) = {(k 1 ,..., k~) in ~(pr2(g(Z)))[ each k, > t}. 
Let  z = (z 1 ,..., z , , ,  n + 1), where z i ,  1 ~ i ~ m, is the smallest integer such that 
pr2(3~,) is in b~ ~ . Since pr2(~,o, ) is in b~ + and y~, is in {3,,~ [ 1 ~ j ~ n} by the definition 
of B'(fi), zi exists for each i, 1 ~ i ~ m. Let z,,,+ 1 = n + I. Obviously 
Let 
1 ~ z 1 < "'" < Zm+ 1 - - -  n "~- 1. 
Z'= l(kl, ..... k , , ) inN" l r+(k l , ' " ,k ,~) inZ ,  E ks~l , l  ~ j~rn  I, 
,r 
where ~- is the smallest element of Z. Since S"(t) is infinite for each t >~ 0, Z '  is infinite. 
Let  ci = #~,(Prl(g(r))), dr = #b,(pr2(g(T))), li = [pq(3u~)l, and Pi = {pr2(Sui) 
for each i and j ,  1 ~< i ~< n and 1 ~ j  ~< m. Let  c = (c a ,..., cn), d = (d 1 ..... d,n), 
l = (l 1 ,..., l,), and p --- (Pl  , . . . ,P,) .  Now prl(3,,i) va e for each i, because 3,, i is an 
a~-ioop. Since M is e-free, pre(3,,i) =/= e for each i. Thus 1 i > 0 and Pi > 0 for each i. 
Since g(r) is in g(T)~ P(u)C_ pr~(L )n  HM, prl(g(-r)) is in L and pre(g(r)) is in 
M(L) C_ M(U)  = V. Since g(Z) C_pr[~(L), Z'  C_ ~V(L, c, l, z). Hence .A"(L, c, l, z) is 
infinite. For  each (q -1- kll 1 ,..., cn _ k~l~) having (k 1 .... , k~) in .W'(L, c, l, z), ~ ,= 
g(r + (k 1 ,..., k~)) is in P(u) and is such that prl(c 0 is inL, 
r - (q + kA  ,..., ~. + kd. ) ,  
and 
z 2 -1 Zm+l--1 
r = (d 1 + E kip,,..., d~ ~- E kiP')" 
i=z  I i=z  m 
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Thus 
ZZ--I Z~n+l--1 
(d l~-  2 kiP i  ..... din+ ~ k ip i )  
i=z 1 i=Zra 
is in r for each (k 1 ..... kn) in JV(L, c, l, z), and the theorem holds. 
Now suppose V is in ~-(U). By Lemma 5.7, there exists a distance (f, /)-guided and 
/-uniformly infinite language T _C V in d4(U). By the first part of the argument, 
c, l, p, d, and z exist for T satisfying (i)-(vi) of the theorem. Since T _C V, r  _C r 
Thus it is readily seen that these c, l, p, d, and z satisfy (i)-(vi) of the theorem, with V. 
Hence the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY. Let U C_ ax* ... an* , V C_ bi* --. bin*, and let V be in tit'(U) [~(U)] .  
Let V be distance (f, I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite for some f and I [and let I 4: {1, 3} 
i fm = 3}. Then m ~ n. 
Theorem 6.1 provides a necessary condition in terms of the existence of a subset L'  
of V obtained from certain computations of a subsetL of U. Our next result (as well as 
Theorem 6.4), gives a technique for showing that the above-mentioned subset L'  
cannot exist. The net effect of this theorem is to demonstrate that V is not 
in i t ' (U)  [~-(U)] for a number of pairs ( U, V). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let U C_ aa* ... an*, V C_ bi* .-. b,n*, and let V be in ~ ' (U)  [o~'(U)]. 
Let V be distance (f, I)-guided and 1-uniformly infinite for some f and I [and 1 4: {1, 3} if 
m =3] .  LetL  be a subset of U such that U - -R  is regular for each regular set 
R containing L. Then integers zl ..... z,~+l, 1 = z 1 < "'" < z,,+l = n + 1, exist 
satisfying the following. For every pair of integers i and j (1 ~ i, j ~ m) and for all 
positive real numbers p and q, positive real numbers rij and r~s can be found such that 
__ '~zj+i--1 ts , for p~ -- ,_~=~ 
and 
(a) lim inf (ti)P lim sup (Pi)~ 
(q ..... tin) inr (t~) q ~ rij (q ..... t n) Inr (Pj)q 
tj~o oj~o 
(b) 
~o~ 
lim inf (Pi)v ~ r' lim sup (ti)~ 
(t ...... t.)inr (Pi)q ij (q ..... t~)in~(V) (ti)q " 
We prove the theorem for rig'(U) and (a), the remaining cases being ana- 
logous. By Theorem 6.1, there exist c = (Q ,..., cn), 1 = (11 ..... ln), P = (Pl ,...,pn), 
d = (d 1 ,..., d,~), and z = (zl ..... Zm+l) satisfying (i)-(vi) of Theorem 6.1. Let 
L 1 = (a~ l+kll l  "'" aC "+k"z" ] (k 1 ,..., kn) in ~U(L, c, l, z)} 
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and 
zf+i--I 
Lz : :  )b:' "'" b"" h i : d i + ~ k~ps for each i, (k, k.) in ,..'V'(L, c, l, z)l 
8=Z t 
(Note that L z CL  and L 2 _C bl + .. .  bin+ ~ V.) To simplify the notation let ~ i  denotes 
2~,+~-1 for each i. Then g==gi 
lim inf (t')v ~ lim inf (t")v 
since L 2 _C V n bl+ ... b~+, 
by the definition ofL 2 . 
: lim inf (di + Y~ ksps) ~ 
<~ ..... ~,)t~.,u (dj + EJ k,P.)  ~ ' 
Now, for each a ~ O, b ~> 1, x ~ I, and positive real number r, (a -F bx) ~ 
(ax+bx)  ~= (a+b)  rx  ~ and x r ~(a+bx)  ~. Since all d s >/0,  all Ps >~ 1, and 
~,k ,  >~ l foreachi ,  l ~ i~<m,  
9 j 
where Pmax = max{p/[ 1 < i < m). Hence 
lim inf [ (d i+ZksPs l~/ (d i+Xksps)  q] 
(k  x . . . . .  kn )  in~,~' (L .e .Lz )  9 j 
Similarly, 
[(z )7(x )~ (d i -~- pma, x) v lim inf k, ks 9
(k  x . . . . .  l%) ln . / t ' ( L ,c ,Z ,z )  
lim sup [ (~ L )~/ (~ 
(~1 .. . . .  tn)ln~(L) ts)q] 
$/  lim sup [(~ts)~/(~t q 
(fl . . . . .  tT)in$(Lx) . s)  ] 
lim sup (c s + k J,,) (Cs + ksl,) , 
(k  1 . . . . .  1 , 'n ) tn . . ,u  9 
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by the definition of L 1. Since all c .~0,  all l~ /> 1, and ~k~ >/ 1 for each i, 
1 >~i>~m, 
[ / ( z  )~ )~ ~/- 1 Cmax q-/max " ks k~ , 
where Cmax ~= max{ci ' 1 ~< i ~< n} and /max : max{li I I ~< i ~< n). Hence 
)0] 
lim sup (G q- k~l~) (c. T k~l.~) 
(k I . . . . .  k ,O ln .A ' (L ,c , l , z )  " j 
~ ] 
./ 
[(z )'] lim sup k~ k~ . 
( / : t  . . . . .  kn ) l l l ' / r r (L 'e ' l ' z )  
Since 
k lim inf [ (~  ~) / (~  k,) ~] 
(k x . . . . .  ~-n) ln~U(L ,e , l , z )  
,im sup [ (~ ks)V/(~ k) '] ,  
(k l  . . . . .  kn) ln .~ ' (L ,c , l , z )  9 
it follows that 
[(z )?(z ;] lira inf (ti)~ lim sup Q t s 
(q ..... ~.,)m~tv) (tj) q ~ r .  ( ta  . . . . .  t n) I nch(L )  - 
t1~O ~j~s~O 
where ri~ ---- (dl + pmax)~(~j Cmax +/max) q- Clearly ri~ is positive, and the proof is 
complete. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 6.2 for the case m ---- n is the following. 
COROLLARY. Let U~ a l*  "'" an*, V~_ bx* "" b,~*, and let V be in ..g/(U) [.~'(U)]. 
Let V be distance (f, I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite for some f and I [and let I vL {1, 3} 
if n = 3]. Then fin" every L C U with the property that U -- R is regular for each regular 
set R containing L, for every pair of integers i and j (1 <~ i, j <~ n), and for all positive 
real numbers p and q, positive real numbers rij and r;~ can be found satisfying 
(a) lim inf (t~)~ and (q ..... :,,)ln~(v) (tj)q ~< rij lim sup (ti)~ 
(q ..... t.~ln~<L) (tj)q ' 
~j~O ~j~O 
(b) lim inf ~ ~ r' lim sup 
(t,)~ 
(t x . . . . .  t~) lnqs (L )  ~t j )  i j  (t I . . . . .  tn) ln~(V  ) ( t j )q  " 
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EXAMPLE 6.1. Let U = {amb'ck I n ~ 1, m >~ n 2, k >/n  3} and 
V = {a~b~c~ l m >~ k 3, n >~ k ~, k >~ 1}. 
Then V is distance (f, / ) -guided and/ -un i formly  infinite for f (x )  = x 2 and I = {3}. 
LetL  = U. Then U - -  R = Z for every regular set R containingL. HenceL satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem 6.2. The only possible values for z 1 , z2, z3 and z 4 in the 
conclusion of Theorem 6.2 are z 1 = 1, z2 ----- 2, z 3 = 3, and z 4 ~ 4. Then for i = 2, 
j=3 ,  andp =q= 1, 
n 2 
lira inf t~2-~ l i ra -  = 0% 
(Q,t2,ta)lnr t 3 n~:o n 
and 
l imsup --t2 = l imsup __t~ =l i ra  n 
(Q,~2d3)ln~(L) t3 (Q.t2,t ~) In~(U) t3 n~co ~ = 0. 
Thus no positive real number rij satisfying (a) of Theorem 6.2 exists. Hence V is not 
in ~(U) .  Since I =/= {1, 3}, V is  not in ~(U) .  
The following example indicates that havingL = U in Theorem 6.2 does not always 
lead to a violation of the necessary condition. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let U = {arab n [ n ~ 1, m ~ n} and V -= {a'~b ~ I m >/ 1, n ~ m}. 
Then V is distance (f, / ) -guided and/ -un i formly  infinite for f (x )  = x and I = {2}. 
For arbitrary positive p, q and for i = 1, j = 2, 
m Y n p m p 
lim inf - -  lira - -  = lim sup 
(re,n) lnO(V) nq n~ n q (m,n) ln~(U) nq 
m~ m ~ 
l im in f  - -=0,  and l imsup - -= oo. 
(ra,n)lnr nq (re,n) ln~(V) nq 
For  / - -  2 and j = 1 a symmetric result is obtained. Thus the necessary condition 
expressed by Theorem 6.2 holds with L = U. However, it will be shown shortly 
that V is not in ~-(U). (The fact that V is not in o4~(U) is well known [5], though the 
proof was not published.) 
Due to the nature of the languages considered in Section 4, the application of the 
necessary conditions there was straightforward. This is not the case here. Some 
ingenuity is required to choose an "appropriate" setL. It  is usually easy to verify if the 
language V in question is distance (f ,  / ) -gu ided and/ -un i formly  infinite for some f
and L However, it may be difficult to show that a chosen set L satisfies the hypothesis 
of  Theorem 6.1 or 6.2. In many cases the following proposition assists in this task. 
Notation. For all positive integers n, t, and k (1 ~ k ~ t), all i = (i 1 ,..., i~) in 
N '~, and all B C {1 .... , n), let R(B,  ~, k, t) = {a~l ... a~, ] kj  z i s (mod k) for each j ,  
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kj :> t for each j  not in B, and k~ = i~ for each j  in B}. Note that R(B, ~, k, t) is regular 
for each B, L k, and t. 
PROVOSITIOX 6.1. Let U C_ al* ... an* and L C_ U be infinite. Suppose the following 
hoMs for all integers k and t (1 <~ k <~ t), all i = (ix .... , in) in N" (ij <~ t for each j), 
and all B C {1 ..... n}: I f  R(B, i, k, t) n U is infinite [not regular], then 
R(B , i , k , t )~L  ~ ~.  
Then U -- R is finite [regular]for every regular set R containing L. 
Proof. LetRbearegularsetcontainingL.  S inceLC_Rnaa* ' "a~*andU-R-= 
U - -  (R o al* -'- an*), there is no loss of generality in assuming that R _C al* ... a~*. 
By Theorem 1.3 of [9], R - -  Ui=a Ri for some m >~ 0, where for each i, 
Cil l ( i , l .1)  * l ( i , l .s i l )  >~ ei2 l(i.n,.si.) * 
R i -= a 1 (a 1 ) " " (a  1 ) az " " (a  n ) 
(c,~ ~ O, l( i , j ,p) >~ O,s~j >~ 1,1 <~ i <~ m, 1 <~ j <~ n, 1 <~ p <~ s~j). 
Let  t = max{k, 1 + cij I all i and j}, where k is the product of all nonzero l(i, j, p). 
Note that there exists at least one nonzero l(i,j, p), since R is infinite. 
Suppose R(B, f, k, t) n U is finite [regular] for some B and i. Clearly U - -  R is 
finite [regular] if and only if [U  - -  R(B, f, k, t)] - -  R is finite [regular]. Let  
U' -- U -- u {R(B, i, k, t) ~ R(B, i, k, t) O U is finite [regular]}. 
Then  U - -  R is finite [regular] if and only if U' - -  R is. Clearly R(B, i, k, t) c~ U' is 
infinite [not regular] if R(B, ~, k, t) n U' ~ ~. Suppose R(Bo , io , k, t) n U' -7/-- 
for some B o and i 0 . Then  R(Bo, io, k, t) n U'  is infinite [not regular]. By hypothesis, 
R(Bo, io, k, t) n L ~ ~. Let  <~ be partial ordering on al* ' "  a ,*  defined by 
axm' ... am,,~  aaq "'" at"n if mj ~ l~ for each j .  
Let  A be the set of all minimal elements of R(Bo,  i o , k, t) nL .  By [15], A is finite. 
Let v = at hI ' "  a n~- be some element in A. Since L _C Uj~I" Rj., v is in 
R(Bo , io , k, t) o Ro~ 
for some q~ . By the definition of R(B o , i0, k, t), hj > t for each j not in B o . Since 
[R({1 .... , n}, i, k, t)] = 1 for each i, k, and t and R(Bo, io, k, t) c~ U' is infinite [not 
regular], B o -/= {I,..., n}. Thus  there exists j in {1,..., n} - -  B 0 . Since t > Q~(1 
p ~ n) for each p not in B0, there exists some s~ such that l(q~, p, s~) ~ ~. Now each 
such l(q,, p, s~) divides k. Hence {u in R(Bo, io, k, t)[ v ~ u} C R%. This  holds for 
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each v in A. Hence R(Bo , io, k, t) - -  R C_C_ R(Bo , io, k, t) - -  ~)v inA  R% is finite. Thus 
R(B,  i, k, t) = R is finite for each B and i having R(B,  i, k, g) t3 U' C = r Clearly 
there are only finitely many possible choices for B and i for every t and k, and 
R(B, i, k, t) =- at* ... an*. 
allB 
all i 
Since 
r : ' -  R = (U  R(B, ~, k, t )n  V') -- R 
all i 
- U {R(B, i, k, t) [ R(B, i, k, t) n U' ~ ~)  - -  R, 
U' - -  R is finite. Thus U - -  R is finite [regular] and the proof is complete. 
EXAMPLE 6.2 (continued). Let L = {a~b j I J >/ is  >/ 1}. For  arbitrary k and t, 
k, t >~ 1, and for B = {2}, or B = {1, 2}, the set {ak~b ka in U ] k~ ~ ij (rood k), kj > t 
for j not in B, k~- = ij for j in B} is finite for all i = (/1,/2) , each ij ~< t. For B = 
or B = {1} the set {ak~b ~ i nL  [ k~. = i3- (mod k) for each j,  kj > t for each j  not in B, 
kj = ij for j in B} is nonempty. Thus the hypothesis of Proposition 6.1 is satisfied. 
Hence U - -  R is finite for every regular set R containing L. Thus the hypothesis of 
Theorem 6.2 is satisfied. However, fo r j  = p = 1 and i = q = 2, 
m 2 n n 
lim inf n - -  lim - -  1 and lim sup - -  lim = O. 
Thus no positive real number r;2 satisfying (b) of Theorem 6.2 exists. Hence V is 
not in ~-(U). 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let U = {ahbmc ~ [ m >~ 1, h >~ m 2, n >/m 2} and 
V = (a*~b~ I n >~ m2}. 
I t  is easy to see that V is in J /](U) and ~(U) .  Consider V with respect o o~'(U). 
Clearly V is distance (x, {1})-guided and {1}-uniformly infinite. Let 
L ={anbmc n[m>/  1, m ~ <~h ~m 3,m 2 <~n <~rn3}. 
I t  is readily seen that if B =A ~,  then R(B,  i, k, t) c~ U is regular for every i, k, and t. 
I f  B = ~,  then R(B,  i, k, t) n L C= ~ for every ~, k, and t. Thus by Proposition 6.1, 
U -  R is regular for every regular set R containing L. Hence the hypothesis of 
Theorem 6.2 is satisfied. There are two possible choices for z 1 , z2, and z 3 : 
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and 
(i) z 1 - -  1, z2 =2,  andz  z=4.Thenfor i=  1 , j=2 ,  p =3,  andq=2,  
ha __ u~ ( m2)3 
lim inf 
(m + n) 2 m~ (m + m3) 2 (h,.m,n) ln~(L) 
=1 
iim sup (m)n - -  l im (m)3- ~- 0. 
(re,n) tn*(V) (n)" ..... (m~) 2
Thus no positive real number r~2 satisfying (b) of Theorem 6.2 exists. 
(ii) z x = 1, z z==3'  and zz=4.  Then for i=2 ,  j=  1, p = 1, and q=2,  
and 
n m 2 
lim inf - -  l im 
(m.,) ln*(v)(m) 2 ~ 
:= 1 
n m ~ 
lira sup lim 0. 
(h ...... )tn,(L) (h + m) 2 - -  m-,~o (m a + m) 2 - -  
Thus  no positive real number rzl satisfying (a) of Theorem 6.2 exists. Since for no zx, 
z 2 , and z 3 do properties (a) and (b) of Theorem 6.2 hold, V is neither in .,gt'(U) nor 
in o~'(U). 
In Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 we established some results for principal AFL  and semi- 
AFL.  We now prove the corresponding results for full principal AFL  and semi-AFL.  
In order to do this, we need the "full" equivalent of ~V'(L, c, l, z). 
Notation. Let 1 <~m ~n,  c - -  (q ,..., c,) and l==(1 x,..., ln) be in N n and 
z = (z x .... , z,,~a) in N re+l, with 1 ---- z 1 < "-" < z,,,+l = n + 1. Let E_C {1 ..... n} 
be such that for each i, 1 ~ i ~< m, E/ ~-- {j ] z~ ~ j  < Z ,+ l , j  not in E} # ~.  For 
L _C al* "'" an*, let ~47"(L, c, l, z, E) = {(k 1 ,..., k,)' all +~lh "" aCn "+kJ- is in L, k~ >/0  
for each i, and Z.,ine~ k~ ~> 1 for each j, 1 < j  ~< m}. 
TtmOREm 6.3. Let U C_ al* "'" an*, V C_ bl* "'" b,~*, and let V be in ~(U)  [.~(U)]. 
Let V be distance (f, I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite for some f and I [and let I :/: {1, 3} 
if m = 3]. Tl, en for each subset L C U with the property that U -- R is regular for every 
regular set R containing L, there exist n-tuples c = (q ,..., c,), l = (l 1 ,..., l,), p : = 
(px ,..., p,) in N n, m-tuple d == (dl .... , dm) in N m (m + l)-tuple z = (z x ,..., z,,+a ) in 
N "+t and a set E C_ {I,..., n} satisfying the following. 
(i) 1 =z l  <""  <zm+a =n+l ;  
(ii) li > O, 1 <~ i < n, andp~ -- O i fandon ly i f j i s inE ;  
(iii) a~l ... a~, is in L; 
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(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
~b(V); and 
(vii) 
Proof. 
ba~ ... b~ is in V; 
.A?(L, c, l, z, E) is infinite; 
~-~ k d -4- S "~"~+~-~ h,p~)](k~ .... , h,)  in .A?(L, c, I, z, E)} C {(dl -~ Li=z~ iPi ,..., . . . .  i=z,~ 
{j { zi ~ j < Zi+I,  j not in E} va ~ for each i, 1 ~ i ~ m. 
The argument is essentially the same as that for Theorem 6.1. We shall 
therefore only indicate the changes. 
Let M be an arbitrary a-transducer having M(U)  = V. Let I, L, S(t), R(t), R'(t), 
A(t), W, Q, Q', l, k', Jo , Q(~), S(a, t), fi, to, e, B(fi), B'(fl), W', W", P(v), S'(v, t), u, 
3ui , g, Z, S"(t), z, r, c, p, and d be as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Let 
Zj+l--i 
Z' :  l (k l , . . . , k , ) inN" J ' r+(ka , . . . , k , ) inZ ,  2 k~ 1,1 ~ j~m 1 
i~z j  
i inE  
and let E : {i ]pr2(3ui ) = e, 1 ~ i ~ n}. From the definition of p, z, B'(fi), and the 
fact that pr2(Tq~) is in bi +, 1 ~ i ~ n, it follows that (iii) and (vii) hold for E and p. 
Since pr2(3u~ ) = e for i in E and S"(t) is infinite for each t ~ 0, Z '  is infinite. The rest 
of the proof then follows with JV'(L, c, l, z) replaced by .A?(L, c, I, z, E). 
COROLLARY. Let U C_ al* "" a,~*, V C_ bl* "" b~*, and let V be in .///](U) [o~(U)]. 
Let V be distance ( f  , I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite for some f and I [and let I ~ {1, 3} 
if m =3] .  Then m ~ n. 
As in the case of Theorem 6.1, the above theorem is rather awkward to apply directly 
in many cases. The following analog of Theorem 6.2 for the full ease is easier to use. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let U C_ al* ... a,*, V C bl* ... bin* and let V be in ~(U)  [~(U)] .  
Let V be distance (f, I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite for some f and I [and let I 4= {1, 3} 
/ fm = 3]. Let L C_ U be such that U --  R is regular for each regular set R containing L. 
Then integers z a,...,zm+l, 1 = z 1 ~ "" ~ zm+l = n -+- 1, and a set EC{1,.. . ,n}, 
with Ei = {j[ zi ~ j < zi+l , j not in E} ~ ~ for each i, exist satisfying the following. 
For every pair of integers i andj  (1 ~ i, j ~ m) and for all positive real numbers p and q, 
positive real numbers rij and r~j can be found such that for pj = ~ing~ t~, 
(a) lim inf (ti)~ lira sup (Pi)V and 
(t~ ..... t,,) m,~(v) (t~) ~ ~ ri~" " ; (q ..... t.)ln~(L) (Pj)q 
~Sj~O 0j~0 
(b) lim inf (Pi)P ~ r '  lim sup (t')~ 
(Q . . . . .  t n) in~(L) ([1) q ij (q ..... t~ m~(v) (tj) q 
pyr ricO 
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Proof. The proof  is an obvious modif ication of that of Theorem 6.2 and is therefore 
omitted. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 6.4 for the case m := n is the following 
COROLLARY. Let U Cf al* "" a,**, V C ba* "" b,*, and let V be in .~(U)  [oqf(U)]. 
Let V be distance (f, I)-guided and I-uniformly infinite.for some f and I [and let I :# {1, 3} 
if n ~-: 3]. Then for every L C_: U with the property that U - R is regular for each regular 
set R containing L, for every pair of integers i and j (1 ~ i, ] <~ n), and for all positive real 
numbers p and q, positive real numbers rij and r~ can be found satisfying 
(a) l im inf (ti)~ (ti)~ O ...... t,) I~,b(v) (ti)~ ~< r~j l im sup % ..... t,,) me(L) (tj)~ 
t j -pO t j r 
(b) l im inf (t,)P ' l im sup (t,)v 
~jr Sj~O 
and 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Let U = {axka2ra3 t [ t divides l, l divides k, k, l, t >/ 1} and V =: 
{blUrb2 ~[ k s divides I, k, l ~ 1}. Suppose V is in .5](U) [ (~'(U)] .  Clearly V is distance 
(x 2, {1})-guided and {1}-uniformly infinite. Let  L = U. Then  the hypothesis of 
Theorem 6.4 is satisfied. Consider the conclusion of Theorem 6.4. There are only two 
possible choices for z x , z2, and z 3 , with three possible choices for E in each case. 
These are 
(1) z l  =-- 1, z 2 = 2, andz  3 - -  4; 
(a) E= ~,  (b) E --  {2}, and (c) E={3};and 
(2) z 1 = 1, z2=3,  andz  3--=4; 
(a) E= ~,  (b) E={I} ,  and (c) E={2}.  
It  is an easy matter  to verify that in each case, for i := 2 and j - -  p =: q = 1, no 
posit ive real number  r12 exists satisfying (a) of Theorem 6.4. Hence the conclusion of 
the Theorem 6.4 does not hold. Consequently V is not in ~(U) .  
We conclude the section with a weak necessary condit ion that applies to (f, I ) -  
guided languages which are not necessarily distance (f, / ) -guided.  
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let U C_ a 1. ... an* , V C bl* ... b m ~, and let V be in ~-(U)[o~'(U)]. 
Let V be an (f, I)~uided language for some f and 1== {il,..., it}, with r infinite 
[and L,  n{1,  m} -A ~ if lira' = 1]. Thenn >~ m- - r  -1 .  
Proof. Suppose V is in ~/ (  U) [..12( U)]. Then  there exists an E-free [arbitrary] 
a-transducer M such that V = M(U).  Let  ~ be the partial ordering on _N ~ defined by 
(k 1 ,..., k~) -< (l 1 ,..., lr) if hi ~ li for each i, 1 ~< i ~< r. I t  is known [15] that each 
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subset of N r has only finitely many minimal elements. Thus there exists an infinite 
chain C in ~(V).  Sincef is increasing and unbounded in each variable, for each k in N 
there exists u in C such that f(u) >t k. This holds in particular for k -~/~, where 
is an integer guaranteed by Lemma 5.2. Furthermore f(v) ~> f(u) for each v in C, 
u -~ v. By Lemma 5.1, for each j, 1 ~ j  ~ m, and for each computation ~in standard 
form in HM ~pr~l(U), with #b~(pr2(oO) > 3mlm2ma, a contains two occurrences of 
some loop ~,, pr~(~,) in b~ +. (See Section 5 for the definition of ml, rn~, and m 3 .) Since C 
is an infinite chain, there exists u' ~ (k I .... , k,) in C, with f(u') >~ l~ and 
ks > 3mlm~nh 
for some i, 1 ~ i ~ r. Hence there exists a computation ~in standard form in 
/'/M O pr l l (U) ,  f(r ~ ~, 
containing an occurrence of at least one loop 7' such that pr2(~, ) is in b~ + for some 
j i n I .  Let (l(i)l 1 ~l(i)  <~ n, i in i,~) be a set satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 5.2. 
By (iii) of Lemma 5.2, l(s) # l(i) for s :# i. By Lemma 5.3, prl(~, ) :/: E. Hence there 
exists t, 1 ~< t ~ n, such that prl(y ) is in at +. By (ii) of Lemma 5.2, t is not in 
{l(i)[ i in i , , ,  1 ~ l(i) ~ n}. 
Thus the number of distinct indices s, 1 ~< s ~< n, is at least 
',{l(i)] i inim , 1 ~ l(i) ~ n)l + l =li~l +1 =m-- r+ l .  
Suppose V is in ~-(U) [~(U)] .  By Lemma 5.7, there exists an (f, /)-guided and I -  
uniformly infinite language T _C bx* ... b,~* in .l/[(U) [~g](U)]. Thus by the first part of 
the argument, n >/m -- r -b 1 and the proof is complete. 
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